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Education bills in legislature
MI would increase financial aid
By Steven C. Taylor
Two bills that would increase
available funds for college and
university students in California passed
the assembly education committee by
wide margins.
A bill that would increase the College
Opportunity Grant (COG) allocations
by 50 per cent, sponsored by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose,
cleared the committee with an 10-0
vote.
A proposal by Assemblyman Vic
Fazio, D-Solano, to increase college
work-study program allocations by $2
million was approved by a 10-1 margin.
Both bills now go to the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee.
The increased funding for grants
should have little trouble in the coming
Assembly battles, according to Bruce
Fuller, legislative consultant for the

education committee
"It has a pretty good chance because
it is part of the governor’s proposed
changes in the budget," said Fuller.
"There’s no opposition that I know of,
just a few minor hassles."
Vasconcellos is carrying the bill for
Gov. Brown, who requested the
allocation change in his State qf the
State message in January.
While Fuller could see "not much of a
problem" in the Assembly, he was not
as confident of the bill’s future in the
state senate, which will consider the
legislation after an expected full
Assembly vote of approval.
"There may be some resistance in
the Senate," said Fuller. "We’re just
going to have to wait and see about
that."
"We’re talking here about $2 million
that is not in the budget," said Fuller.

-This is new money and is not assured
of administration approval."
Fazio’s office was more optimistic
about the chances for the COG increase.
"We should have no problem," said a
Fazio aide. "No trouble at all is
foreseen."
The California State University and
Colleges
Student
Presidents
Association
( CSUCSPA ),
which
authored the Fazio bill, sees enough
problems with the proposal to hold up
its introduction to the Ways and Means
Committee for at least one week,
though.
Jay Scharf, a former SJSU student
and an aide to the CSUCSPA legislative
advocate, said the bill will "have a
harder time" than the Vasconcellos
proposal.

Reprieve of Owens asked

Senate OKs police probe
"World Frisbee Master" Tom McBann demonstrates his ability at SJSU.

’Frisbee Jamboree’
draws small turnout
About
in the
Monday
archery

By Rial Cummings
30 SJSU students participated
first "Frisbee Jamboree"
morning at the Ninth Street
field.

After watching professional flingers
Victor Malafronte and Tom McHann
execute the "macho sidewinder" and
other subtle nuances of the sport, it was
the amateurs’ turn to spin the "tin."
According to legend, the first
Frisbees were pie-tins manufactured in
Bridgeport, Conn.
According to Malafronte, the original
world’s champion and holder of the
current distance record of 111 yards,
there are 30 different ways to throw a
Frisbee.
Well, there were until yesterday.
Some contestants backhanded the disk,
while others used two and three finger
methods.
Steve Butler launched his Frisbee
into the gray sky and it glided for 6.8
seconds, long enough to give him first
place in the maximum time aloft
competition. The world’s record is 15
seconds.
Scott McNeal, who took second with a
6.4 second effort, won the jamboree’s

other event, throwing accuracy.
From 25 feet away, he smoothly
flicked four of five tosses through a
metal hoop, approximately twice the
diameter of a basketball goal. Greg
Looks placed second with a three-offive effort.
"It was a very pleasant morning,"
said Malafronte of the two-hour jamboree. "This sport is growing at an
incredible rate. This was a fine turnout
considering the threat of rain."
He paused as one of the competitors
asked him to sign a Frisbee.
’Yeah, I make my living throwing
Frisbees," he said. "It isn’t a luxurious
living, but it’s gotten me six TV commercials and a chance to travel. I just
got back from a tour of Japan."
McRann and Malafronte, who
command fees of up to $200 for halftime
exhibitions at sporting events, showed
up for free at the jamboree, which was
organized by the Recreation 97 class.
What is the most difficult feat for a
professional Frisbee player?
"Tossing it into a basketball goal
from 70 feet away," said Malafronte.
"That can be tough."

By Jim Jones
A resolution initiating an investigation into use of plainclothes
police at campus events was approved
Monday by the Academic Senate.
Referred to the senate’s liason
committee was a resolution asking
SJSU President John Bunzel to take
student activist Mark Owens off
disciplinary probation.
Owens was arrested by plainclothes
police for allegedly disturbing the
peace after a speech given by Bunzel
Feb. 10. He is now on academic
probation.
The resolutions, originally parts of
one larger resolution, were introduced
by senate secretary Clay Trost and
senators Brad Wood and Allan
Graham, all of whom are students.
Investigation asked
Trost asked the senate to approve an
investigation into current policy on the
use of plainclothes police because of the
"chilling effect" their presence had on
the lecture.
He claimed they followed students
around campus before the speech and
walked up and down the aisles of the
auditorium.
Trost said reports he’d heard from
students and instructors at the speech
indicated Owens made no interruption
during the speech itself, but got up after
the speech and asked if questions would
be taken by Bunzel.
Instead of any response from the
stage, Trost said, University Police
closed in to seize Owens, who only then
began to use "abusive language."
Rights questioned
Trost told the senate the issue behind
the resolutions was free speech, and
whether a student has the right to get
up and ask for questions after a speech.
Trost said it was not unheard of to do so,
though he said earlier the occasion

"wasn’t the best forum for questions."
As approved, the investigation will be
conducted by the Campus Security
Advisory Board, which will examine
current practices and report to the
senate any changes in policy that would
"promote the proper use of plainclothes
police officers."
Created by the senate last semester,
the board is not yet in operation. On
suggestion of Dr. Helen Ross, health
science, a clause requiring a report by
the board to be made by the end of the
semester was struck out.
The other resolution brought up by
Trost requests Bunzel to take Owens off
probation. Trost contended Owens’
behavior did not call for disciplinary
action.
Dr. Roy Young, chairman of the
Political Science Department, moved
to postpone the resolution indefinitely.
He said the senate’s constitution meant
for the senate to deal only with policy
questions, and that it wasn’t the
senate’s job to "correct every individual alleged injustice on campus.

"This opens the door for all kinds of
cases which we’re not prepared to
handle," Young said. He said Owens’
grievance could be dealt with by the
Student Grievance Committee or the
Ombudsman’s office.
Dr. Dennis Chaldecott, Ei.glish,
backed Young’s motion, saying his
view as an eye witness to what happened at the speech was "radically
different" than Trost’s account.
On a motion by statewide academic
senator David Elliot, the resolution was
referred to the liason committee for
consideration.
Elliot agreed with Young that the
senate shouldn’t become involved in
individual cases, but said it was the job
of the liason committee to decide
whether questions raised in the case
involve the senate.
Elliot said postponing the resolution
indefinitely would be the same as
taking action on it by "burying it for all
time." He said the senate didn’t have
the necessary facts to deal with the
proposal either way at present.

Bulletin
Former Gov. Carter and President Ford won the Wisconsin pri
mary in their respective races Yes
terday, according to CBS News
Sen Henry Jackson won the New
York primary, although he did
not carry a majority of the vote
as he earlier predicted Udall was
second.

Bill to extend
trustee term
for two years
A bill that would extend the
California State University and
Colleges ( CSUC ) student trustee term
from one to two years passed the state
Assembly. The tally was 50-72.
The proposed change, sponsored by
Assemblyman Floyd Mori, D-Hayward,
now goes to the state Senate’s education
committee.
Mori, whose district encompasses the
CSU Hayward campus, is optimistic
about the bill’s chances in the upper
house.
"I don’t anticipate too much of a
problem with it," said Mori. "The
student lobbyists are working quite well
on this and they should be as successful
in the senate."
The proposed legislation was introduced on behalf of the CSUC Student
Presidents Association, which has been
actively pushing the bill.
Mori cited the weakness of
arguments against extending the
student’s term as a major reason for his
bill’s passage.
"There was some concern that it was
discriminatory against J.C. ( junior
college (transfer students," said Mori,
"but the law says that transfer students
have to be of that status and it can’t be
helped."
The Education Code section which
relates to the student member on the
CSUC Board of Trustees requires the
student representative, who is appointed by the governor, to be of junior
standing at his or her institution.
Since this status can only be determined after at least a semester’s work
at the school, transfer students would
be scheduled to graduate before the end
of the proposed two-year term.
"Some concern was also raised about
the ability to involve more students
with only a one-year term," said Mori,
"but for continuity and the chance for
the student trustee to be more effective,
an extra year is necessary."
Kay Carlson, the San Francisco State
University student who was recently
named to the position, was unavailable
for comment on Mori’s proposal.
Carlson did say earlier in the week,
though, that it probably would not effect her term, which will extend to
March, 1977.

First CSUC student trustee
says state is her constituency
pointed by the governornot elected by
students."
She added, however, that because of
her daily activities on the San Francisco State University campus she
would be bringing a student’s viewpoint
to the board meetings.
Carlson, a 25 -year -old graduate
student in American history, has
already established her list of priorities
for her one year term on the board.
Carlson said she plans to work for a
larger budget for instructionally
related activities (IRA) such as art and
athletics.
Another one of Carlson’s priorities is
None of SJSU’s coaches would
comment on the possibility of ac- establishment of a more formal system
of student evaluation of faculty.
companying Rogers to MSU.
"At present the student impact is
"I haven’t made any commitments to nil," Carlson said. "We need to work
my coaches because I don’t know out a formal tabulation of results of
myself what conditions exist at written evaluations."
Michigan," said Rogers. "I briefed the
She will be working for these goals on
staff and they know how the situation the board’s committees on educational
stands.
policy, gifts and public affairs, and
I don’t want to make any promises organization and rules to which she has
until I know what I can offer them," been appointed.
Carlson was almost the last person to
said Rogers.
hear about her appointment by Gov.
Brown. When Brown’s office tried to
reach her at SFSU, they couldn’t locate
her. Carlson had gone to visit her
parents in Long Beach.
"It came as quite a shock when they
called and said ’the governor has
selected you’," Carlson said.
Carlson was one of 100 applicants
Johnson immerged the victor, with from all 19 campuses who applied for
D’Asaro second and Hurley placing the position last October. The CSUC
Student Presidents Association, which
third.
"Stacey was very hungry for that sponsored the bill which provided a
championship," said SJSU fencing student trustee, narrowed the number
down to 13 students in December.
coach Michael D’Asaro.
Later that month the names of the
Last year Hurley won the individual five finalists were submitted to Dr.
title on SJSU’s first women’s fencing Carlotta Mellon, the governor’s apchampionship team.
pointments assistant.
Carlson. the only woman nominee,
Freshman Hope Konecney placed
was chosen from the group which ineighth in the individual competition.
The two fencing championships mark cluded: Art Bernstein, San Diego State
the only times in SJSU sports history University; James Conran, CSU
that a women’s team has won a national Northride; William Karl, CSU Chico;
and Dennis Klein, CSU Sonoma.
collegiate title.
By Mary Vitakis
SAN FRANCISCOKathleen ( Kay )
Carlson, the first student trustee for the
California State University and
Colleges ( CSUC ) system, doesn’t
consider herself a representative of the
student body in her new role.
"The people of the state are my
constituency," she said. "I was ap-

Rogers’ coaching position remains open
By Steve Forsythe
The SJSU Athletic Board has met for
two nights to review candidates to fill
the head football coaching position
vacated when Darryl Rogers accepted
the head football job at Michigan State
University.

outside of the department, and since
I’m no longer in the department, I don’t
think they’ll come to me," said Rogers.

More than 50 candidates from across
the country have expressed their desire
to become the head coach at SJSU.

"This used to be one of the bottom
spots to coach football, but Darryl did a
great job of building it up," said Cook.
"I’m sure the board will make a good
decision considering the high amount of

Rogers accepted Monday a five-year
contract for $34,500 per year with a fiveyear option at MSU, according to Wynn
Cook, sports information director.
Rogers reportedly earned $29,500 at
SJSU annually.
Rogers has publicly endorsed Robert
Padilla for his former position.
Padilla has coached with Rogers th(
last ten years, since the two were at
CSU Fresno, and served as the
’defensive coordinator at the Spartans.

1

"Naturally, I’ve thought about the
position and my own future at SJSU,"
said Padilla. "I don’t want to speculate
because it’s a matter out of my hands.
All I’m sure of is that the University
will give the matter a lot of thought and
will choose the very best man available
for the job," Padilla said.
Although Rogers has expressed the
desire to see Padilla named the head
coach, he feels the Athletic Board will
disregard his recommendation.
"They are not going to consult anyone

Cook said the great enthusiasm
shown across the country to fill Rogers’
position is a tribute to the program that
the former head coach developed.

applications they’ve received."
Rogers, Padilla and Cook all said
they were unaware of any candidates
having the inside track on the head
coaching job.
"The Athletic Board does want to fill
the position by the end of the week so as
to continue, without interruption, the
football program and spring training,"
said Cook. "They’ll probably meet
every night until they find a
replacement."

Women’s fencing team captures
its second national championship
By Steve Soares
The SJSU’s women’s fencing team,
for the second consecutive year, has
won the National Intercollegiate
Women’s Fencing championship.
The Spartan women won both the
team and individual competitions held
last weekend in Montclair, N.J.
A Spartan contingent of Stacey
Johnson, Gay D’Asaro, Vincent Hurley
and Hope Konecny won the team title of
the competition as they registered a
combined record of Ill bout wins, while
suffering only five losses.
For the second straight year Johnson
posted a 29-0 record in the team mom -

petition.
The closest school to SJSU was
Brooklyn College which registered a 9917 mark.
The Spartan women made a shamble
of the individual championships as all
four women, through their performances in the team competition,
qualified for the nine available spots in
the individual competition.
Incredibly after all nine fencers had
competed against each other, three
Spartans, D’Asaro, Hurley and Johnson
all tied for first place.
In a playoff against her teammates

Kay Carlson
"I think it’s really good that a woman
was selected," she said. "This brings
the number of women on the board to
five. There is a need for more women in
education at the policy-making level."
Carlson said she thought she was
chosen over the others because of her
combined experience in student
government and administration.
After graduation from UC Irvine,
Carlson spent two years as student
activities coordinator there At SFSU
she is corporate secretary of the A.S.
Board of Directors and chairwoman of
the Franciscan Shops’ Board of
Directors.
Carlson said she applied for the
position as trustee because she was
fascinated by the CSU(’ system and
how it works.
At SFSU, Carlson spends her free
time studying ballet and yoga and
serving as vice president of the French
Club.
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opinion
Greyhound racing could be
a ’hare razing’ proposition

other ideas
’Final Days’frightening, believable
Editor:
I feel an urgent necessity to reply to
Steve Forsythe’s "review" of Woodward and Bernstein’s new book, "The
Final Days," in the April 2 Daily,
Actually, Forsythe’s childish and
journalistically incompetent piece can
only be a non-review, as he admits he
hasn’t read the book - only picked up
on some of the more sensational bits
and pieces.
This would be sufficient to ignore his
piece altogether, if it weren’t for the
fact that his classic display of political
short-sightedness points up a current of
feeling that I think should be pointed
out - I’d like to be the first to christen it
-Ostrich Politik."
I would just like to point out that,
first, the book is nothing like the
tasteless invasion of personal grief that
Forsythe believes it to be. I have read it
completely, and the picture of Nixon,
his staff and family that arises is both
frightening and totally believable.
Nixon is most definitely not pictured
as a man -totally lost in his sorrow and
regret- - he is shown, instead, as a
nian desperately striving to head off the
total disgrace that the inevitable disclosure of the tapes was bound to bring
I -stonewall it"
He is shown to be a man concerned
only with his own political survival. He
lied to the nation, his family and staff.
His own lawyers advised him in

November 1973 to resign. He refused.
Only when the country, including the
most respected members of his own
party, refused to support him any
longer, did he resign. Nixon never
expressed regret for what he had done.
He was pissed off because he got
caught.
I would also like to point out to
Forsythe that in any other country or
era previous to our own, Nixon would
have gotten the iioose or been sent to
the block for what he did.
However, today we no longer believe
such things are appropriate, at least not
for presidents.
As for Nixon’s pardon: the book
makes it plain that Nixon was not
-pardoned by a ... forgiving President
Ford." The pardon was the only
technical way to avoid the drawn-out,
and supposedly futile trial that was
Nixon’s due as a transgressor of the
law. The trial would have been futile,
ran the reasoning, because after all,
Nixon had left office. He’d been forced
out, hadn’t he? He was in disgrace,
dead politically. Wasn’t that punishment enough?
Let him crawl back to Isola San
Clemente and rot while the rest of us
get on with saving what is left of this
country.
But now I sense a change coming on.
Poor Mr. Nixon - caught at what every
other politician does - wiretapping,

Court hits gay lifestyle
Editor:
I am responding to the recent court
ruling in Virginia that was then upheld
in the U.S. Supreme Court that made
homosexual acts a crime punishable by
up to five years in prison and a 81,000
fine.
It is beyond me how the U.S. Supreme
Court, which I thought was for our
protection in the making of laws and
rulings, can rule in favor of such a
blatantly stark denial of an individual’s
constitutional right to privacy.
How can a group of nine men decide
what an individual has the right to do in
his own home? The ironic thing about it
is that they are not ruling against sex or
certain forms of sex. They are ruling

’Star’ is born?
Editor:
Kudos to Spartan Daily reporter
Louise Ransil for fleshing out a story
that really shows a little campus activity in the raw.
I am referring to her stark-naked
revelation that porno flicks are being
filmed in the dorms by a group of enterprising students slick enough to turn a
profit using only the bare essentials.
Credit is also due those anonymous
students for consenting to shed light on
their operation and sharing their views
on participating in the filming of erotic
movies.
As a fellow student, I fully understand their perspective and need for
money, since things are hard all over
and the cost of living is high.
As for Angie, I sincerely hope you
make it to the professional stage. In
fact, why don’t you call me baby and I’ll
make you a star?
Robin McNabb
Journalism Senior

and discriminating against a group of
people because of their sexual orientation.
Does a high court have the right to
judge an individual’s lifestyle if it does
not invade on another? I see this high
court ruling as very clear evidence of
the lack of separation between church
and state. The state still seems unable
to distinguish between the church
dealing with moral issues for an individual and the state supposedly
dealing with laws to protect society not running an individual’s moral life.
The state cannot legislate morality.
They have no right, since we are on the
subject of rights, to tell an individual
what to do in the privacy of his own
home. In a court supposedly upholding
our constitutional rights, there goes our
right to privacy right down the tubes.
I thought we were making positive
strides when it came to individual
rights, dealing with such issues as
abortion and contraceptives, but this
ruling sends us back again to A.D. 100.
With enough problems of selfacceptance, job discrimination and
from
many,
do the
ridicule
homosexuals need another blow to
knock them down? Aren’t they down
close enough to the ground now or do
some like to kick those who are already
down far enough?
It is also interesting to speculate how
they will find offenders of this new
ruling. Will policemen go sneaking into
bedroom windows? Or maybe they will
take the lead of higher officials and bug
all possible offenders’ houses? Or
maybe the Supreme Court will make a
new ruling that we all have to live in
glass houses. They seem already quite
good at telling us how to live our lives.
lisa Nelson
Psychology Junior

harassment, robbery, those little things
that some people nit-pickingly call
"abuses of power."
The only reason Nixon was caught
and forced out, these ostriches maintain, is because of those nasty media
people. There ought to be a law...
Ostrich politicans think bugging and
other illegal activities are the way of
the world. Ignore it, everyone does it,
just leave it, man. Forget what Nixon
did, they say. Don’t throw him "into the
unsavory limelight again" - "let him
reast in peace." It could have happened
to anybody, man. Who needs to know all
that stuff?
Well, I want to know. I want to know it
all. I want to know every filthy thing
Nixon did, and if Johnson and-or
Kennedy screwed up, I want to know
about that, too.
"The Final Days" is not only excellently researched and written, it is
also the first real look at the kind of
mess our country is in and the horrible
things that may be waiting for us down
the road.
Adrienne DeAngelis
Graduate Unclassified

By Kevin McCarthy
California voters will probably decide
in November whether they want
legalized betting on Greyhound racing,
if paid signature collectors currently
circulating the initiative collect enough
names to have it placed on the ballot.
According to information released by
the
Golden
State
Greyhound
Association ( GSG A ), the legalized
betting will provide over $50 million in
tax revenue for the state, local
governments and special programs for
statewide social needs ... 7,000 new jobs
for Californians ... over $11 million to
the state in additional sales tax
revenues ... and over $100 million in
private capital spent on construction of
new racing facilities.
Hallelujah! Welcome to the promised
land!
Greyhound racing is a spectator sport
involving the chasing and tearing apart
of live rabbit lures.
Greyhounds are trained for the track
by coursing, in which a live rabbit is set
free in an enclosed field and young
Greyhounds are released to chase it.
When caught, the rabbit is killed.
After several coursings, the dogs are
advanced to the schooling track where
a live rabbit is hung by its back legs to a
mechanical lure.
The lure is whipped around the track
with the dogs in hot pursuit. As the dogs
near the finish line, they are allowed to
catch and kill the rabbit.

staff
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According to the GSGA, the initiative
will make it a crime to use live animals
in both the training and racing of
Greyhounds and to race any Greyhound
that has been trained with live animals.
But a Florida court recently sanctioned the use of live rabbits in
Greyhound training, stating "the use of
live rabbits was necessary."
How does the GSGA plan to overcome
this obstacle?
If the initiative gets on the ballot and
passes, will the GSGA immediately go
to court to receive sanction to use live
rabbits in training?
According to Frantz Dantzler, the
Humane Society of the United States
HSUS ) west coast regional director,
most Greyhounds raced in the United
States are trained in Kansas, Nebraska
and Texas because of the weak anticruelty laws and high rabbit
populations in these states.
Dantzler believes these dogs will be
imported into California to race.
According to the GSGA, the initiative
will also make it a crime for any person
to willfully destroy a healthy racing
Greyhound and will provide a retirement farm for Greyhounds not placed

as a pet or used for stud.
First, who is going to check the
Greyhound breeders?
Will a state agency have to be created
or will local SPCA’s have jurisdiction?
Local SPCA’s already are understaffed
and overtaxed.
According to the HSUS, approximately 50 per cent of the Greyhounds bred for racing are killed before
they ever see a track because they fail
to demonstrate competitive characteristics.
Second, what is to prevent Greyhound
owners and breeders from shipping
dogs out of state before retirement to
avoid the expense of the retirement
farm?
California had legalized betting on
Greyhounds in the 1930s, but it was discontinued because of the corruption
involved.
What is to prevent organized crime
from using fronts to muscle in on the
action?
We all realize it is difficult to say no to
organized crime.
Greyhound racing is just another
barbaric practice to provide "thrills"
for human beings and passage of the
initiative will just add another scar to
the collective body of the human race
Leave Uncle Wiggily in his cabbage
patch and these wretches of the human
race up a creek.
Don’t sign the petition, and if the
initiative does get on the ballot, vote no.

From beerf lows the ideas
of Spartan Pub ’politicians’
By Bill Fenton
Politics goes well with beer. For
some reason, opinions seem to roll out
with the barrels and I got an earful in
the Spartan Pub some time ago. The
conversation never made it to the
nationals, though - college students
seem to talk college elections in a
college pub.
The slates ( TWC-PS and USP) did not
fare well. The consensus at my table
was that the slates are closed-minded
when it comes to anything other than
their immediate interests. They bicker
continuously, and can’t get much ( if
anything at all) done.
Naturally we are talking over beers,
not facts. But what other opinions did
we hear, qualified or not? None.
Obviously no one knew much about
college students’ representatives. Why

staff
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not, I wondered?
When was the last tune your rep
talked to you before taking a position on
an issue? For that matter, who is your
representative?
I think the candidates in the upcoming student elections ( April 28 and
29) should address the issue of
availability. But that still leaves us with
the same party nonsense we have now.
Talk turned towards forming new
parties and a friend of mine had a good
one. Or at least more representative.
The Greenback Party (GP) has

formulated a concrete platform ( no pun
intended ) and is awaiting a candidate
with the nerve to expouse it.
Upon registration, students will be
given a list of activities in want of
funding. Those that want no part of it
will receive a refund.
The Student Union fee money, now at
the $500,000 mark, would be proportionately distributed among the
remaining activities ( if there were
any). This would eliminate any of the
bickering over who gets what, and
bitching from the student body ( such as
we heard over Black History Week(.
With any luck, we might eliminate
representatives
body
student
altogether. After all, aren’t they just
going through the motions, when the
president has the final word on budget
approval anyway?

The Brown era begins...

Austerity marks Butte inaugural
By Steven C. Taylor
News Item: Secretary of State March
Fong Eu may move into the vacant
governor’s mansion, where chief
executive Edmund Brown has refused
to reside.
News Item: A Gallop poll rates
Brown as the fourth most popular
Democratic Presidential candidate,
despite the fact that Brown has yet to
campaign out of state.
I..
Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to today’s inauguration ceremonies.
Today. outgoing President Gerald
Ford officially turns over the power and
majesty of our nation’s highest office to
the upstart Democratic Presidentelect, Jerry Brown of California.
It is pouring rain here as the standing
room only crowd awaits the arrival of
Mr. Ford and Mr. Brown.
The audience is obviously anxious for
their appearance, what with the absence of chairs and covering from the
downpour.
This was a special request of
Brown’s, who could not see spending
taxpayers’ money to hire Bekins
moving men to transport the material
and union-salaried carpenters to set up
the scaffolds.
As we wait, Howard, tell us about the
program for today’s event.
Thanks, Frank. The swearing in will
take place on the balcony of the Motel 6
here in Butte, Mont.
This is where our new President has
decided to make his official residence,
dismissing the White House as a
flagrant example of wasted federal
funds.
Citing the low cost-of-living rate in
Butte, which will lower the expenses of
maintaining his style of living, Brown
has negotiated a four-year lease and a
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four-year option to renew with the
motel, the cheapest in the area.
We are also told by aides of the new
President that milk and cookies can be
bought at bargain rates in Montana.
Brown will officially reside in Room
241 - otherwise known as the bridal
suite. He plans to utilize, as a substitute
oval office, Room 242 - otherwise
known as the janitor’s closet.
Before the swearing in, the Salvation
Army band will play "Hail to the
Chief" and selected Jesuit hymns.
The oath of office will be administered by Guru Majavishu
Orchestra and President Brown will
then follow with his inauguration
speech.
Copies of the text have been sub
mitted to the press corp in advance.
Newsmen were handed oversized index

cards which simply said, "Thanks a
whole heap."
Aides to the new President hastened
to point out that the index cards were
bought in bulk and resulted in saving
the country 82.04, thanks to a student
discount utilized by a UC Berkeley
Brown supporter.
All right, thanks, Howard. The
Presidential limousine is pulling into
the parking lot at this moment.
Especially chosen by Brown, it’s a rebuilt 1970 Yamaha 125, which cost the
taxpayers a scant 8200, with the helmet
thrown in for free.
Brown is at the controls, with Mr.
Ford riding behind him. So that Brown
wouldn’t have to share his helmet, Ford
considerately brought his football head
gear for protection.
The two men are getting out now and
approaching the stairs to the balcony oh, Mr. Ford has fallen, Howard, right
into the mud face first.
It’s okay, Frank. He landed on his
head. No damage done.
We’re going to switch now to our
correspondent in Washington where

Vice President Jimmy Carter is now
moving into the White House. Take it
away, Dandy Don.
Thanks, Frank. I’m talking now with
Vice President Carter, who has nicely
offered to share his bag of peanuts with
me.
Tell me, Mr. Vice President, how do
you like the White House?
Well, Don, to be honest, anything is
better than living in Georgia.
Uh, excuse me, Mr. Vice President,
but you have a peanut stuck in your
front teeth.
No, Don, that’s not a skin. That’s the
hook of the clothes hanger that has been
stuck in my mouth all year. You think
this smile comes naturally?
Sorry, Mr. Vice President.
That’s okay. I’m having it removed
tomorrow. President Brown said I had
to bring my own closet material with
me to the White House. He sold the old
stuff at a garage sale.

write us
The Spartan Daily encourages
regarding
your comments
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything that might be
on your mind. Best-read letter;
are short i 250 words or less) and
to the point.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 2081 between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by mail.
The Daily reserves the right to
edit for length, style or libel.
All letters must include the
author’s signature, major, address and phone number
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Coors boycott, lawsuit not explained,
say Spartan Shops board members

Dave Whaley

EEOC from finding out
particular information concerning Coors Co. to support
the lawsuit, according to
Donald Morrison, EEOC
spokesman at the Denver
Litigation Center, contacted
by the Spartan Daily.
The protective order was
lifted by Judge Fred Winter
on March 18 and Coors is due
to answer the first set of
interrogations, which were
submitted the day the
complaint was filed, by midApril, Morrison stated.
Dismissal denied
A motion by Coors to dismiss the case has been
denied by the judge and the
EEOC is hoping to try the
case within nine to 12
months, he concluded.
The Coors hiring practices
attacked in the suit include:
Failing or refusing to
hire blacks, females and
Chicanos.
Excluding those groups
by using "methods of
recruitment which serve to
perpetuate the company’s
non -minority male workforce."
Discrminating
against
the said groups in promotions, training and benefits.
Using tests ( such as the
polygraph ) which have an

By Pam Cronin
Why
do
Chicano
organizations nationally and
on campus boycott what has
been called "the most chic
brew in the country?"
The boycott of Coors beer
at the Spartan Pub began
last October, following a
Sept. 19, 1975 federal Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission
( EEOC
complaint filed against the
Adolph Coors Co. in Golden,
Colo, for alleged hiring
discrepancies.
Neither the boycott of the
Pub by the Coors Boycott
Coalition (CBC) nor the suit
filed has been explained
fully, according to members
of the Spartan Shops Board
of Directors.
Three times the board has
decided it does not have
enough facts on discrmination practices to remove the
beer from the Pub.
Intentional discrimination
The EEOC alleges that
since 1965 Coors Co. has intentionally
discriminated,
segregated and classified
blacks, females and Spanishsurnamed employes.
A protective order was
placed on the suit in behalf of
Coors beer after the suit was
filed. This prevented the

adverse impact on employment opportunities.
Soliciting answers to
questions "concerning
arrests, economic status,
personal status and physical
characteristics."
Proposed injunction
The EEOC proposed that a
permanent injunction be
granted preventing Coors
"from engaging in any
employment practice which
discriminates because of
race, sex and national
origin."
It would also require Coors
to provide appropriate back
pay, with interest, to those
who were affected by the
allegedly unlawful employment practices.
In a letter to Harry
Wineroth, Spartan Shops
general manager, Lynn A.
Weaver, assistant director of
public relations for the
Adolph Coors Co., stated,
"The Adolph Coors Co. has
never been convicted of
discrimination in their hiring
practices."
She added that the
brewery is located in Golden,
Colo., a part of Jefferson
County, where only two per
cent of the population is
made up of Spanish surnamed people, she stated.

Spanish -surnamed employes account for 11 per
cent of unskilled workers, six
per cent of semi -skilled
workers and four per cent of
skilled workers at the
brewery, according to
Weaver’s letter. No mention
was made of Spanish surnamed
persons
in
management.
A press release from the
National Council of Hispanic
American
Citizens
in
Washington, D.C. stated a
citizens’ lobby of more than
95 Spanish-speaking national
organizations hailed the
efforts of Adolph Coors "to
open a new era of good
relations with the MexicanAmerican community."
Names unknown
The names of the 95
organizations are unknown
to San Jose distributor of
Coors, Dick Campodonico.
Campodonico was asked
by the Spartan Shops Board
of Directors at its Feb. 25
meeting to make available
the names of the 95
organizations. He has been
unable to do so.
Joseph Coors, company
vice president, has a
reputation as being one of
the most extreme right-wing
enterprises in America,

according to Texas Monthly
magazine.
Coors, defending his
company’s hiring policies,
said the company has hired
Joseph Benites, a former
president of the League of
United Latin American
Citizens ( LULAC), to a high
position in its public relations department, according
to a Denver Post article.
The American GI Forum.
a Chicano veterans’ group
which began the boycott of
Coors products, did not view
Benites’ appointment well.
"Joe Benites? In public
relations? They better count
the rings on their fingers
after they shakc hands on the
deal !!"This was the reply in
the official publication of the
American GI Forum.
The boycott on campus
will continue until Coors is
taken out of the Pub, J.
Michael Gonzales, CBC
spokesman, told the Spartan
Shops board.
However, a New York
Times article described
Coors as "the most chic brew
in the country."
"It even remains the top
seller in Chicano neighborhoods," according to Texas
Monthly.
-

Students in front of the Spartan Pub protest the selling of Coors beer inside.

A.S. service demanding,
students question value
By Fred Clements
Is seeking a seat on the
S. Council a good idea?
"I’m ambiguous about the
’aloe of student governnent,"
retiring
counilwoman Kim Baskettt said
n an interview.
"I wish I could say
omething that would get
aople involved, but I’ve
leen disillusioned. It’s really
lifficult to tackle the
esponsibilities we have,"
he said.
Keith Mordoff, another
.etiring
councilnember, said he was surirised at the demands a
ouncil seat makes on a
arson.
"Being on the council
akes a hell of a lot of time,"
a said. "Once I got into it, I
ouldn’t make it a high
iriority thing like it should
a. That’s why I’m not
unning again."
Mordoff added, "It’s really
lemanding," and Baskett
greed.
"Your grades go down,"
he said.
Qualified students
councilmembers
Both
uggested that students
eeking seats on the council
a qualified.
"People who are running
hould be sure they have
experience,"
ackground
laskett said. "I know that a
A of times I was lost."
Mordoff agreed, saying,
Once I really got into it, I
fas freaked out about how
mach was involved.
"It’s a major part of
inyone’s education," he
idded. "You learn a hell of a
A."
Baskett suggested that
ewly elected members "try
o educate yourself about
very duty the council perorms" before the first
neeting. The first council
neeting of the year involves
’important committee
new
and
elections"
nembers must have "their
iriorities in mind" by then,
he said.
Issues non-political
Mordoff said political
datforms become secondary
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once members are in office
because most council issues
are non-political.
Baskett agreed.
"Most of the issues are not
political," she said. "Our
main function is money
allocation. That is a
horrendous job."
Baskett said, "The most
important thing is that the
council is a forum for ideas.
"It is a student forum. Any
student can just come in and
voice opinions. I don’t think
people realize that," he
aded.

"Instead of people bitching
about what a game we are,
they should come and do
something about it," he said.
Students interested in
seeking a seat on the council
for fall must pick up an
application from the A.S.
office, third level of the
Student Union. They must
then attend an orientation
meeting today at 4:30 in the
council chambers, third
level of the Student Union.
All applicants must have a
grade point average of 2.0 or
better.

Willis law suit
changes sought
By Heidi Van Zant
A Superior Court hearing
will be held today in the Van
Atta v. Dumke lawsuit to
hear arguments on a motion
for demurrer and request to
strike "ambiguous and unintelligible" portions of the
complaint.
Economics
Former
Department faculty member
Susan Van Atta is suing
department
chairman
James Willis, the California
State
University
and
Colleges Board of Trustees,
President John Bonze] and
Chancellor Glenn Dumke.
Van Atta is suing all the
defendants for the cost of the
suit, other damages the
court deems necessary and
reinstatement of her job. The
suit also asks for $50,000
from Willis for punitive
( personal ) damages.
She has charged that she
was denied tenure and not
retained in spring, 1974, for
not supporting Willis in a
department election for
chairman held one semester
earlier.

San Jose lawyer Dennis
Hofer filed the request for
demurrer on behalf of Willis
last month in Santa Clara
County Superior Court.
If the demurrer is granted,
Hofer has said the portion of
the suit charging that "Willis
acted wilfully with the
specific malicious intent to
terminate" Van Atta may be
dropped.
Hofer said "malicious
intent" is an improper legal
action because there is no
legal remedy for intending to
terminate someone.
If the motions are accepted, Hofer said "then
there’s no need for me to
continue in the case."
He said this is because
Willis is being sued also as
an individual and Van Atta is
seeking punitive damages.
He said if those portions of
the lawsuit are removed then
to
be
needs
Willis
represented only by the
university’s attorneys
because he is being sued then
as department chairman.

ow
llearning pillar o t Lilly’
111.1 :hanging
world, the design of
the schooner is lost
hack in the dim past of Scandinavian glass craftsmanship.
Until 1895. it remained nameless. when Australian sailor,
adopted it as the regulation
beer quantity for young seamen
(A V4 pint mug was too much;
a 1/2 pint glass too little I So the
wasp-waist lxittom-heavy tavglass was christened with the
name of a ship midway between
a cutter and a frigate
The schooner hasn’t changcd
a lot And neither has Olympia
Beer It.s still Made with premium
ingredients and a heritage ot
hrewnig experience that ne% er
changes A great beer doe,n’i
change Olympia nes c r w ill
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Spa rt0a9 ide
The SJSU Udall for
Organization
President
meets at 5 p.m. today in the
Pacheco Room. Advance
publicity for the Udall
campaign will be discussed.
For information call Mitch
at 292-1892.
The SJSU Sailing Club
meets at 7:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Almaden Room. The
San Luis regatta will be
discussed.
The Occupational Club
holds a dinner and meeting
at 6 p.m. today at 146 N.
Ninth St.
A songleading clinic is
scheduled from 7 to 10 p.m.
today in the S.U. Umunhum
Room.
Recreation 97 is holding a
chalk-in from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. today in front of the
Student Union on Ninth
Street.
New College professor
Michael Brady reviews
"Island Called California" at
the faculty book talk, 12:30
p.m. today in the Spartan
Cafeteria, Room A.

The Informal services of
Science
Christian
the
Organization are at 3:30 p.m.
today in the Memorial
Chapel.
of
Department
The
Meteorology presents SJSU
Asst. Prof. David Steiner of
Aerospace Studies at 3:15
p.m. today in 615 Duncan
Hall. His topic is "Rainmaking as a weapon system
in Southeast Asia."
The SJSU Humanities
Department and its club will
hold a bicentennial art
lecture by Prof. Bruce
Radde of the Art Department, at 7:30 p.m. tomorrovi
in Business Tower 014.
Radde speaks on 200 years of
portrait painting in America.
The Sierra Club meets at
7:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacifica Room. There will be
a slide show on rafting on the
Stanislaus River. Nick Rosa
will speak on the plight of the
whales. For information call
Kathy at 294-5270.
Career Planning and
Placement presents a job
fair from 10:15 a.m. to 2:15

V
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p.m. tomorrow outdoors on
Ninth Street between the
Business Tower and Student
Union.
The Portuguese Brazilian
Club features a Brazilian
slide show from 12:30 to 2
p.m. tomorrow in the Engineering Building, Room 132.
Admission is free.
The Sociology Department
presents Prof. Eiji Amemiya
and his topic, "A Sociological View of Japan
Today," at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Social Science
14.

Those
interested
in
spending Passover dinner
with a San Jose family
should call the Jewish
Student Center at 293-4188.
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NATIONALLY KNOWN
SPEED READING
COURSE TO BE
TAUGHT HERE
IN SAN JOSE
SAN JOSEGolden State Reading
Lab, Inc. will offer a 4 -week course in
speed reading to a limited number of
qualified people in the San Jose area.
This recently developed method of
instruction is the most. innovative
and effective program available in
the United States.
Not only does this famous course
reduce your time in the classroom to
just one class per week for 4 short
weeks but it also includes an advanced speed reading course on
cassette tape so that you can continue to improve for the rest of your
life. In just 4 weeks the average
student should be reading 4-5 times
faster. In a few months some
students are reading 20-30 times
faster attaining speeds that approach 6,000 words per minute. In
rare instances speeds of up to 13,000
wpm have been documented.
Our average graduate should read
7-10 times faster upon completion of
the course with marked improvement in comprehension and
concentration.
For those who would like additional information, a series of free,
one-hour, orientation lectures have
been scheduled. At these free lectures the course will be explained in
complete detail, including classroom
procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special -timeonly introductory tuition that is less
than one-half the cost of similar
courses. You must attend any of the
meetings for information about the
San Jose classes.
These orientations are open to the
public, above age 14 (persons under
18 should be accompanied by( a

parent if possible).
If you have always wanted to be a
speed reader but found the cost
prohibitive or the course too time
consuming...now you can! Just by
attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10
times faster, concentrate better and
comprehend more.
If you are a student who would
like to make A’s instead of B’s or C’s
or if you are a business person who
wants to stay abreast of today’s
everchanging accelerating world
then this course is an absolute
necessity.
These special one-hour lectures
will be held at the following times
and places.
San Jose Meetings
Sunday, April 4, 2:30 p.m. and 8:30
p.m. Monday, April 5, 6:30 p.m. and
April 6, 6:30
8:30 p.m. ’Tuesday
p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Wednesday.
April 7, 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m
Sunday, April 11, 2:30 p.m. and 8 : 30
p.m. Monday, April 12, 6:30 p.m
and 8:30 p.m.
The above meetings will be held at
Jay McCabe Hall, Room H, 145 W
San Carlos.
If you are a businessman, student.
housewife or executive, this course.
which took 5 years of intensive
research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster,
dmore,
neh,
erpnroc
concentrate
better,
and remember longer. Students are
offered an additional discount. This
course can be taught to industry or
civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever
free orientation that fits best in your
schedule.
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SJSU golfers defeat Stanford

Hine,

A double dribble
SJSU soccer player Easy Perez (right) battles for the
hall in Saturday’s all-star soccer game at Spartan Stadium. Representing the West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer
Conference, the SJSU freshman scored a goal and was
voted Most Valuable Player in the 5-4 win over the Far
West Conference. Jim Mimmack, another SJSU freshman, also had a goal for the winners.

Grid alumni needed
for football contest
SJSL: is seeking former
football players for its annual Alumni game, which
will be played on May 7 at
Spartan Stadium.

All interested players
should contact Wynn Cook or
Jack Mogg at the SJSU
ticket office in the Men’s
Gym, or by calling 277-3283.

B) Randy Frey
After searching for over
two months, Spartan golf
coach Jerry Vroom may
have finally found "the right
combination" he has been
striving for since his golfers
first teed up a ball in late
January.
Playing Friday on Stanford’s home course, the
Spartans played consistent
golf in recording an 18-9 dual
meet victory over the
(’ardinals.
"Everyone played real
well on the back nine," said
Vroom, who plans to go with
the same six golfers for at
least the next two tournaments.
Golfers overwhelm
Two of the golfers fired
even par 71 Friday and
completely overwhelmed
their opponents.
Scott Hoyt, who at 6-6, 230
lbs. is nicknamed "Huey" by
his teammates, carded a
three under par 32 on the
back nine enabling his group
to pick up seven of a possible
nine points.
And Don Thames, who
along with Hoyt was the only
other senior in the lineup,
fired a consistent 36-35 while
his group was picking up
eight points.
Beat Stanford
-It was great to beat
Stanford on their home
course," said Vroom, whose
Spartans have now completed their dual meet
schedule with a 3-1 record.
The only loss was a 16-11
decision at the hands of CSU
Fresno.
SJSU will now compete in
four consecutive weekend
tournaments before the
PCAA finals May 10 and 11 in
Fresno.
For at least the next two
tourneys the Fresno State
Golf Classic and the Western
Intercollegiate
Golf
Championships) Vroom will
go with the same lineup:

Hoyt, Thames, Scott I.ittle,
Terry Beardsley, Achim
Steinfurth and Don Levin.
Little three over
Little fired a three over
par 75 at Stanford, while
Levin and Steinfurth fired 77
and Beardsley came in at 78.
But Beardsley’s relatively
high score was anticipated
by
Vroom
since
the
sophomore was playing with
somewhat unfamiliar clubs.
The 6-5 redshirt from last
year had his clubs stolen
from the back of his car after
a practice round last Monday.

Rough road trip
for men’s tennis
Prior to the four -match
roadtrip the Spartan tennis
squad just returned from,
the netters had a good idea of
the talent and strength of
Southern California tennis.
But after seeing some
really top-flight players,
there’s no question of it now
as SJSU dropped three
consecutive matches before
prevailing at CSU Long
Beach 512-3’s on the trips
anchor leg.
On Saturday the Spartans
were dumped by Pepperdine
University 6-3, then blanked
by UCLA, 9-0, on Monday.
The Trojans of USC beat

Old iron

He had some old irons
flown in from his home in
Palm Springs, and he
borrowed a driver and putter
from two local Pro Shops.
Beardsley
also
used
Vroom’s
sand
wedge,
although the coach said he
shanked two shots with the
club in warm ups and lost
confidence in using the iron.
"He found a sand wedge he
likes, though, so he should be
ready Thursday," said
Vroom.
Levin and Steinfurth, both
freshman, praised the
playing
conditions
at
Stanford
but
used
a
somewhat different tone in
describing their six over par
77’s.
"I can’t hit my driver
straight when I have to,"
said Steinfurth after his tee
shot on the 535-yard par five
7th hole sailed into a big oak
tree.
And Levin, who criticized
his tee shots constantly on
the front nine, said he hit
"the worst possible shot I
could hit" when he lofted his
second shot on the 410-yard
6th hile into a big clump of
weeds.
The Spartans will leave
Thursday for Fresno to
and
compete
Friday
Saturday in the Fresno State
Golf Classic.

sports

championship
The 11th Street Hookers
won the women’s league
crown
for
intramural
basketball last week by
defeating Hoover Hall 43-16.

*SIDEWALK:
SALE!

ladies hoop

The Hookers, in finishing
the season with a 5-0 record.
held Hoover to a mere one
basket in the second half to
win going away.
The Hookers dominated
play for the entire season,
running away from just
about every team in the
league.

No. 1 Spartan Golfer Don Thames.

Mary Cortese was the
leading scorer in all but one
game.

Freshman firstbaseman hitting .320

Ron Schirle leads JV’s in spirit, batting
By Sue Trevarthen
A lifetime of practice
comes in handy when it is
needed and the JV baseball
team needs Ron Schirle.
Freshman Schirle has
been playing baseball since
he was 7-years-old and it has
always been at first base.
"I tried center field when I
was 10 but that was the only
time. I much prefer first
base," said Schirle.
At the beginning of this
season JV coach Sam Piraro
said that Schirle had been
carrying the team with the
strength of his bat. That was
evidenced by the .385
average Schirle had at the
plate.

Batting .320

"I’m only batting a .320
now though," said Schirle.
When not actually playing
first base Schirle alternates
with teammate Steve Picone
in the designated hitter role.
Colleges adopted the DH in
1974 and Schirle thinks "that
it is a good thing. It allows us
to have an extra man in the
game and makes us stronger
offensively."
DH worries
He adds that he much
prefers playing though.
-When I’m the DH I worry
too much about my performance at the plate. I get
itchy pantsvery anxious
every time I step up."

When asked if he would
rather be a sometime
superstar or a consistently
good player Schirle replied,
"I would rather be consistent
and do a good job all of the
time. It is much better to be
good all season long than
great once in a while."
Even though he prefers
first base the 6-foot blonde
said that if it were for the
good of the team he would
play any other position.
-At the beginning of the
season I was in left field but
then Joe I VonSchriltz ) came
down from the varsity and I
was put back on first base."
Dreams of pros
As for going pro, "I dream
about it, everybody does. I
don’t think I have the ability
for it though. I don’t have
any great speed or athletic
ability so I don’t think I’m
any kind of a pro prospect."
Schirle picked baseball
because his three older
brothers all did. His dad
played at Bellarmine College
Preparatory and at Santa
Clara University.
His father also coached at
SCU for a year and still gives
Schirle tips when his timing
is off or something else is
wrong.
Matter of luck
Schirle thinks that per
formance with a bat is
largely a matter of luck.
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4, 6-4.
Fleming is considered ti
be one of the top players is
college tennis.
The highpoint of the trit
came at USC as Meyers beat
highly -regarded Bruct

Manson in straight sets 7-5
6-4. Manson like Fleming is
near the top in the collegiate
tennis circuit.
The netters continue tc
face top talent as Stanforc
University hosts the Spar.
tans tomorrow at 2:30.
SJSU tennis action wit
take a break that coincide
with Easter Vacation bu
out be back in play to host
( ’ Santa Barbara April 20

’Hookers’ win

J

SJSU 5-4 Tuesday.
Despite the three losse:
the Spartans were onc
again led by Joe Meyers. TN
net ace was taken to thre4
sets before yielding to th
Bruins’ Peter Fleming 6-7,

4
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One mile to Heavenly Valley & Casinos
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LARGE ROOMS
FREE TV
Ski Run Blvd. at Lake
Reservations- (916) 544-3457

Dobashi
Market

Varsity a goal
"I’d really like to be on the
varsity team by my junior
year," Schirle said. "But
any way it happens I want to
play the full four years here
at SJSU."

Specializing in
ASIAN FOODS
Since 1912

Pressures are part of
baseball and sometimes it
gets hard not letting them
get to him.

2411 F. Jackson Street
San Jose, California
295-7794

"I get upset at myself a lot.
Especially when I don’t
come through with runners
on base. If I’m playing at
first I forget about it right
away but when I’m DH I
remember and sometimes it
gets worse."

Associated Students
Program Board

,

INTERVIEWS
FOR CHAIRPERSONS
FOR 1976-77
;,..."

est .
Eric Luse

JV firsthaseman Ron Schirle applies successful tag in recent diamond action.

City strike threatens

-

522,000 persons in 1975, are
expecting over 125,000 fans
for the opening three-day
series against the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
Giant officials are encouraging those who have
already purchased their
tickets to leave early for the
game, as traffic is expected
to be heavy due to the idling
of the city’s buses and
railway systems.

The Associated Students
are accepting applications
for the following positions:

-7

PROGRAM BOARD DIRECTOR

Candlestick opener

All

’,lint,
SPECIAL!
Terrarium
Plants

Kodak Processing

OPEN: MON-SAT 9 TO 9. SUNDAY 11

10 6.

CORNER OF 4TH Et JACKSON
urth St

RA CIDIR

Ilford* Kodak

only 49ea.

275-6161

20% off
at...

$18

**
0141010N

ARTIST -IN -RESIDENCE
CLASSICAL ARTS
CONTEMPORARY ARTS

Dance to the Sounds of

DANCE

JOE SHARINO

DRAMA

Every Monday Night

FILMS
FORUMS

9:00-1:00

fit! I

$14-s18

Ireg.
PRE -WASHED

SKIERS!!!

Schirle is an undeclared
major and is carrying 15
units. In his spare time he
likes to water ski, play
basketball and tennis.

San Francisc., supposedly
a rejuvenated baseball city,
may not have the national
pastime after all if the
current city strike is not
settled soon.
Pickets have been at
Candlestick Park since
March 31, and they plan to
cover all the gates come
opening if there is no settlement.
The Giants, who drew only

$7.95

TAHOE E -Z 8 MOTEL

"When I come up to bat the
only thing I’m thinking is
’don’t throw it too low’, I
really can’t think of anything
else."

With a .320 batting average
and a team with a chance at
the championship it doesn’t
seems as if the pressures are
really bothering him at all.

LEISURE SHIRTS

*
*

No Cosier

No Dress Code
Monday Nights OnN

filoi

* papei
* chemistry

THE KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave
San Jose, Calif.

Tues.-Sat.:
In the Factory

Hobbitt
37.1.450(1

93 So, Central, Campbell, CA.

Interviews are Wednesday,
April 21 from 9 A.M. to
11 A.M., and Thursday,
April 22 from 9 A.M. to
1 P.M. Fill out applications
at the A.S. Office, 3rd

Floor, Student Union,
Call Ted Gehrke, 277-3274
for further information.
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Why Rogers left SJSU...
By Tom Stienstra
Editor’s
note:
Tom
itienstra covered the SJSU
Football team for the Spartan
Daily last fall.
The news that Darryl

Commentary
iogers will be coaching at
Michigan State University
.his Fall, and not at SJSU,
las confused many followers
if the Spartan football
rogram.
Why did Rogers take the
lob?
Rogers was offered the
lead coaching job at Tulane
University, Oregon State
University and Southern
Methodist University in the
Jast
four months and
-ejected each bid for his
iervices.
Tulane was going to pay
Rogers $60,000 per year,
more than double what his
announced $29,000 contract
At SJSU paid.

The Michigan State contract is for five years with a
five-year option, paying
$35,000 annually according to
figures released Monday.
However, sources indicate
the figures on the Michigan
and SJSU contracts were
actually much larger.
Third highest pay
Informed sources reported
"Rogers had the third
highest paid contract on the
West Coast," which would
place him in the 850.000
range.
One other dilemma entered the picture.
According to various
reliable sources, Rogers also
had the "first shot" at the
Stanford head coaching Job,
which will be opening up
when present coach Jack
Christensen’s contract
terminates at the end of this
year.
Stanford alumni and fans
have been disgruntled at
Christensen’s handling of the
quarterback situation,
where Mike Cordova and
Guy Benjamin have been
playing musical chairs.
Cordova’s dating habits
One key Stanford person

said that "Cordova has been guilty of 35 recruiting
the No. 1 quarterback violations and placed on
he’s
dating three years probation in
because
Christensen’s daughter," January. They will be
and that "How does that guy limited to 20 scholarships per
expect to find good football year, instead of the normal
prospects on the golf cour- 30, will be unable to make a
se?"
bowl game appearance and
in cannot have their games
alumni
Stanford
Southern California offered televised.
Rogers already successful
to buy out Christensen’s
already
has
Rogers
contract for the upcoming
year and hire Rogers im- triumphed in turning around
mediately, but Athletic unsuccessful football
Director Joe Ruetz refused. programs. A chain of sucRogers said that he’s cess follows his work at
leaving SJSU
because Fresno City College, CSU
Michigan State made an Fresno and at SJSU.
Also, at Michigan State
offer which was "an opportunity I could not, in good Rogers will be facing Woody
Hayes and Ohio State rather
conscience, reject."
than Jim Colleto and
Plentiful opportunities
The "opportunity" includes national exposure
which may help catapult him
into a pro coaching job in the
National Football League. At
age 40, Rogers’ coaching
future is unlimited.
By Dean Challos
One other aspect of the
It was as quiet as a wake
"opportunity" is the chance
to turn a sagging football as the SJSU football players
program from -rags to filed out of the team meeting
riches’ for the fourth straight room of the field house at
South Campus Monday aftime in his career.
Michigan State was found

Fullerton State.
SJSU is a member of the
PCAA, not the Big Ten which
is now in Rogers’ future. The
PCAA is presently an incredibly weak league now
that San Diego State
University has dropped out.
The result is a nambypamby schedule for SJSU.
Huge stadium helps
Also, Michigan State’s
76,000 seat stadium, compared to SJSU’s 18,000
capacity, is enough to make
any coach pick up a pen.
A chance of coaching big
time college football, a
future shot of entering the
pro ranks and a far more
lucrative contract than
revealed were the keys.

Darryl Rogers relaxes in his office earlier in the year.

...what about the future?
Commentary
ternoon after learning that
their head coach, Darryl
Rogers, had quit his job at
SJSU to take on the same
position at Michigan State
University.
According to the players,
Rogers "built the football
program" at SJSU, and no
one knows what his leaving
will do to the program he
built.
When Rogers first came to
San Jose four years ago,
SJSU was virtually unknown
as a "football school."
Darryl
Rogers
has
changed all that.
He, along with a fine group
of assistant coaches and
players, turned the SJSU
football program around.
SJSU a winner
Rogers took a team with a
4-7 record in 1972 and after a
mere four years coached the

SJSU’s Randy Feranna with an impressive dig in Saturday’s 3-0 blitzing of Cabrillo.

Clinch Nor-Cal berth

Spartans to a 9-2 record, a
PCAA championship and
had his team ranked in the
top 20 nationally for the first
time in SJSU history.
All players and fans at
SJSU are sad to see Rogers
go. But if the reaction of the
players as they were leaving
that last team meeting
with Rogers is any indication,
the
football
program here will continue
to improve and it will continue to be a winner.
Tough to follow
Darryl Rogers’ shoes will
be hard to fill, there is no
question about that.
If the players and assistant
coaches follow what they
have been doing under
Rogers for the past four
years, chances are very good
that the Spartans will bring
another PCAA title and
national recognition to SJSU
again this fall.
However loss of Rogers
probably won’t be felt for
two or three years.
Players transfer
In the past year alone, six
starting players from other

year universities
four
transfered to SJSU.
All-American
candidate
Rick Kane and former All
Pacific Coast tight end
David Brown, both from
Oregon state, are prime
examples of players who
have left other four year
schools to play football in
San Jose.
The success of SJSU’s

football program under
Rogers is the major reason
these and many other
starting players at other four
year schools have come to
SJSU.
Need coach
It remains to be seen if
Rogers’ successor will be
able to continue this trend of
players from other schools
looking at the success of

SJSU’s football program and
deciding to transfer here.
If the next head coach is
not able to keep the program
at its present caliber, where
players from other schools
will look at it and decide they
want to transfer here as has
been the case in the past, a
severe blow could be dealt to
SJSU’s football program.

Eight swimmers to participate
in a budget-raising swim-a-thon
In an attempt to bolster the school’s
swimming program with added funds, SJSU
swim coach Mike Monsees is planning a one
hour swim-a-thon April 8.
This year’s swimming team budget, a
mere $2,550, was expired mid-way through
the campaign, and Monsees hopes to assure
that his team will not run out of funds next
year.
The Athletic Department is requesting
0,550 for next year’s team, but Monsees
feels another $2,000 is required for an
adequate program.
"We hope to raise about $1,800 with the
swim-a-thon," said Monsees, who reports

eight of his swimmers taking part in the
fund-raiser.
Each swimmer is currently looking for
sponsors. Monsees said his swimmers
should be able to complete about 200 laps in
the hour event.
"If somebody donates $1 a lap that would
be $200 right there," said the coach. "But
even a dime or a penny a lap would be
welcome."
Anyone interested in pledging money per
lap or who wishes to make a cash donation to
the swimming program can do so in the
Intercollegiate Athletics Office, according
to Monsees.

DON’T LEAVE FOR
VACATION WITHOUT IT

Spikers notch two victories
By Steve Snares
To the SJSU volleyball
earn, its two matches on
;aturday were similar to
eating hors d’oeuvres in
reparation for the big feast.
Victories
over
CSU
rlumboldt and Cabrillo
funior College were like
ppetizers to the Spartans,
ho will play Stanford for
he league championship
riday at 8 p.m. in the
partan gym.
The Spartans dispatched
f both opponents in similar
tasochistic
fashion,
efeating Humboldt 3-1 and
abrillo 3-0.
Humbolt acted as if it was
till asleep for the 9 a.m.
atch against SJSU as the
partans won the first two
ames 15-1 and 15-6, before
ropping the third game 8-15.
Spartan comeback
The Spartans disposed of
ny thoughts Humboldt had
if a comeback, however, as
LISU took the fourth game
nd with it the match, 15-11.

SJSU stepped back on the
court at 3 p.m. and seemed to
take out its wrath on Cabrillo
for having to play two games
in one day, as the Spartans
buried the Seahawks 14-3 in
the first match.
The Spartans fell behind 98 in the second match but a
Willie So dink, a couple of
spikes by Randy Feranna,
and a Shariar Malakiman
dink provided some of the
impetus for eight straight
points and a 15-8 victory.
In the third and final
match, with the score tied 66, Feranna got into the act
again as he aced a serve and
fooled the Cabrillo defense
with a dink to propel the
Spartans to a 15-10 win.
wtii
Bob
DiGrazia,
registered two impressive
spikes in the final minutes oi
the closing game felt a great
amount of relief after the
long day was over.
’Glad its over’
"Considering I was out till
2:30 and got wasted, then

had to get up for the 9 o’clock
match this morning, you
know that I’m glad its over,"
said DiGrazia. "But I guess
that’s what athletes get in
shape for."
Spartan spiker Doug
Burns said the two matches
on Saturday were really not
that much because in some
volleyball leagues as many
as 14 matches are played in
one day.
The Spartan’s two victories Saturday gave them a
9-1 league mark and clinched
a playoff berth in the upcoming Northern California
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Help Us Help Others
donate blood plasma
and earn cash
1

$12 a week to
$60 a month as
one of our
valuable donors!

1469 Park Ave.

SJ 998-4567

Summer Session Bulletins
Now Available
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Office of Continuing Education
(JC 136B)

NASAL&
Student Union Information Center

LARSEN WITH MM MARTIN
Administration Bldg. Information Center

latINIC RANKIN

men & women 18-60 call
or come by weekdays

SAN JOSE
PLASMA CENTER

Intercollegiate
championships April 23 at Stanford.
The Spartans will be
battling Stanford for first
place in the Southern
division in Friday’s game, a
rematch of a 3-2 Spartan
victory earlier in the season.
The loss to SJSU was the
only defeat for the Cardinals
this season.
The winner of the match
will earn the right to play the
second place team from the
Northern Division in the
playoffs, while the loser
must play the champion of
the Northern division.
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Sun ’n Soil serves and sells natural foods to customers.

FM stations
fight for first
By Adrienne Johnson
In the battle to be No. tin
the Bay Area. three rockstations,
oriented
FM
KOME. KSAN and KSJO,
have developed programs as
diverse as their listener’s
tastes.
KSAN, rated No. 1 in San
Francisco, is a progressive
rock station that has a
variety of programs weekly.
KOME, a station with a
variety of rock, is rated No. 1
in San Jose and high in the
San Francisco ratings.
KSJO has also become a
strong competitor in the race
to be the best since its
change from top 40’s music
to progressive rock.
Why the battle to be No. 1?
Because of the prestiage and
the increase in advertising
the honor brings. Though all
three stations are similarly
competing for top ratings by
playing basic rock n’ roll to
attract the same 18 to 34 age
group, they differ in their
basic philosophies to be No.
1.
The driving force behind
the uniqueness and success
of these competitors are the
stations program directors.
KOME, 98.5 on the dial,
has a structured format
since program director
Edward Romig’s arrival 20
months ago.
Romig changed the station
from "free form where disc
jockeys could do anything
they wanted on the air" to a
balanced format where
"new music gets played on a
regular basis." Balancing
the music selection" helps
the station, he said.

Program director Bonnie
Simmons of KSAN takes a
different approach.
KSAN, 95 on the dial, has a
loose format and plays
"music that sounds good,"
Simmons said.
KSJO has a structured
format like KOME.
According to its program
director Don Wright, KSJO’s
is
format,
"earth"
"structured so that alwayspopular groups are played."
The three stations also
differ greatly in the freedom
a disc jockey should have on
the air.
Simmons gives her disc
jockeys freedom "to do what
they want on the air."
Romig said he thinks his
disc jockeys should inform
the audience about their
community and the world.
both musically and socially
KSJO, however, plays as
much music as possible with
less talk, Wright said.
"We encourage them to be
enthusiastic but not to talk
too much. This way the
actually give more concise
information by not babbling
as much," he said.
To gather listeners, KOME
peppers its programs with
weekly one-hour interviews
of top name groups and the
"King Biscuit Flour Hour,"
a program of recorded
concerts, at 10 p.m. Sundays.
KSAN and KSJO also
regularly feature
live
recorded concerts. KSAN
has a "Talkies" show, and a
talk feature show from 7
a.m. to noon Sunday, which
includes live and taped interviews and listener call-ins
until noon.

Mona Van Dayan
reads poetry tonight
Mona Van Duyn, recipiesit
of the 1971 National Book
Award for poetry, will read
her works at 8:15 p.m. today
in the S.U. Ballroom.
Hers is the second guest
readine in a bicentennial

rThere IS a
difference!!!
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series of lectures and
readings by prominent poets
and scholars.
Van Duyn has written five
books of poetry, including
the prize-winning To See,
To Take." Her must recent
work
is
"Merciful
Disguises."
With Richard Wilbur, she
was the co-winner of the
1969-70 Bollingen Prize, and
has been awarded numerous
prizes and honors including a
$10,000 grant from the
National Council on the Arts.
Van Duyn has taught at the
Breadloaf Writers’ Conference and the University of
Iowa Writers’ Workshop.

By Therese Beaver
It’s lunchtime and you
don’t think you can handle
McDonalds again’
Take heart, or stomach for
that matter, and put on your
old walking shoes and head
for one of several unusual
lunch spots within a one-mile
radius of campus.
If you’re in the mood for a
good healthy meal, sit down
at one of Sun ’n Soil’s, 245 E.
Santa Clara, natural wood
tables.
The natural food items
and
date -nut
include
avocado sandwiches, fruit
and vegetable salads, ocean
burgers and the nature
burger.
Ingredients identifiable
indentifiable
The
ingredients in the nature
burger are a soy patty,
cheese and tomato. Priced
under a dollar, it’s a
delicious and healthy treat.
Natural shakes and juices
are the featured beverages.
All meals are geared

towards lunch, and prices
run between $1 and $3.
As artificial ingredients
are not used, the hardest
thing to get used to is the
food’s appearance. But try
it, it’s surprisingly good.
Half of the restaurant is a
store, selling vitamins,
minerals, protein supplements and whole wheat
flour.
But as one patron said
leaving the restaurant, "A
karob-covered granola bar
will never replace a Milky
Way."
Sun ’n Soil is open 10 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. on Saturday.
For a sandwich filled with
meat, cheese and vegetables
try Togo’s, 336 E. William, a
casual drop-in spot serving
25 types of sandwiches.
Size range
Open 361 days a year,
Togo’s prepares small, large
and family sized sandwiches
right before your eyes.

.0111r

The Old Studio, with pictures of Academy Award winners.

leadbelly’ sings blues story
of Southern racism, sexism
By Robert Burns
Folk and blues songs,
violence and history are all
part of Paramount’s new
film, "Leadbelly."
It is the life of Huddle
Ledbetter, a black folk

singer and guitarist in the
South of the 1930’s.
The film, released today in
San Francisco, Oakland and
San Jose, follows Ledbetter
from life as a poor farm boy
in Louisiana to the city

Women writers
conference here
North and South American Languages Department.
The conference can also be
women writers will be on
campus this weekend for a attended for extension credit
Congress of Inter-American for an additional $15 fee.
Women Writers.
The conference, open to
the public, will feature
dicussion on the state of
women’s writers, seminars
on poetry, drama and fiction,
panel discussions
and
readings of their works by
prominent women authors.
Latin American authors
The Spartan Pub will hold
Mercedes a free "Movie Orgy" today
include
Valdiviesco of Chile, Alicia at 11:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Sponsored by Schlitz Beer
Jurado of Argentina, Julieta
Campos, Ma I.uisa Mendoza, Inc., the "Movie Orgy" is a
Carlotta O’Neil and Elana collage of cuts from old
comedy television shows and
Poniatowska of Mexico.
Kay Boyle, Tillie Olsen old comedy films.
Some of the television
and Alice Walker will
represent North American shows include ’’Leave It To
Beaver," and "Ozzie and
writers.
for
the Harriet."
Registration
Some cuts from favorites
conference is $10 and can be
paid to Sybil Weir in such as W.C. Fields and
Women’s Studies or Dr. Laurel and Hardy are inCelia Zapata in the Foreign cluded.

Pub holds
TV, film

’orgy’ today

PANELLING ’ TRIM
SPECIALIZI
IN THE
iWE
IMPOSSIBLE

SCREWS ’ WINDOWS

GET-A-WAY

where he develops his "art"
and, finally, to a chain gang.
The songs are the best part
of the film. They retain all
the natural quality and
"back -home" flavor that
folk music deserves.
Music tells story
The songs tell the story,
from the good times with
"Goodnight Irene," to the
rail riding with "Midnight
Special" and "Rock Island
Line" and to farm work with
"Cotton Fields at Home."
Director Gordon Parks did
an excellent job. Scenes are
tightly done and the
background landscape
colors are used well to explore emotions showing
relaxed and easy times with
the green fields and the
harsh greys of the chain
gangs.
Roger E. Mosley is very
good as the quick-tempered
Ledbetter, although the
singing is dubbed and not
his.
Movie is racist
The movie does, however,
have a touch of racism. At a
party where Ledbetter is
playing, the white people

have a grotesque quality
about them and look as if
they are part of a circus sideshow.
Except for one, the whites
in the film are non-caring at
best and totally violent
towards blacks at worst. The
exception is a young
assistant to a man recording
I.edbetter’s songs. The
assistant offers to play the
songs for the governor in
hopes of obtaining a pardon
for the singer.
Therein sexism in the film,
too. Ledbetter exploits the
women in his life, then
Their
abandons them.
never
are
characters
developed.
Cliches stand out
And the film has its cliche
moments. In a party scene,
Ledbetter’s girl wears bright
red, while all the others are
in pastels. An arrow drawn
on the film, pointing to her
would be as subtle.
But the film’s bad points
are far outweighed by its
good ones. It moves at a
rapid pace, and though it
says a lot, never gets bogged
down in what it is saying.

See It For Yourself

Prices on a small range
from 85 cents to 81.20, a large
I feeding a person with a big
appetite ) from $1.05 to $1.60
and a family size feeding
about four ) from 62.76 to
$4.40.
I.ettuce, tomatoes, onions,
peppers,
pickles,
hot
mayonnaise and salt and
pepper are on every sandwich.
The sandwich bread is
made especially for Togo’s.
Togo’s recently added
sprouts to the sandwiches; 5
cents extra on a small and 10
cents extra on a large.
They are open from 10:30
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
La Boulangerie ( means
bakery in french), 290 S.
First St., features oven fresh
french pastries priced from
10 cents to 40 cents.
About a dozen sandwiches
are on the menu, ranging
from 60 cents to $2. The best
thing about the generouslyfilled sandwiches is the
homemade french bread.
Fresh and hearty-tasting, it
is often served warm from
the oven.
The eating area is made up
of eight tables positioned in
what used to be storefront
display windows, giving you
a clear view of the street.
La Boulangerie is open
from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday.
Out to Lunch, 400 S. Third
family -owned
St.,
a
restaurant, features sandwiches on a variety of
homemade breads, such as
whole wheat and sprouted
wheat-berry bread, served
with a small salad.
The owners, who do all the
cooking themselves, feature
a different homemade soup
everyday.
Out to Lunch serves
natural food and regular
sandwiches, ranging from
$1.50 to $2.25.
Omlettes for $1.95 to $2.25
and bagels and cream
cheese are part of the breakfast menu.
The homemade brownies
made with rum and coconut
are by far the best
anywhere.
During cold weather, Out
to Lunch has a hot platter
special every day, such as
bell peppers or corn beef and
cabbage.
In the summer months,
they feature a huge salad,
such as crab bole or
marinated vegetables.
The hours are 8 a.m. to

2:30 p.m. Monday througt
Friday.
If you’re tired of over-th
counter service, try The 01
Studio, 94 S. Third St., a bai
and grill with waitres:
service.
Specialty
sandwiche:
come with a tasty potati
salad or a leaf salad from the/
salad bar and range fron
$1.45 to $2.30.
The grilled sandwiches
complete meal, range Iron,
$1.95 to $3.50.
The Erich Von Strohein:
Special is a delicious Geri
man sausage with hot potatil
salad.
House wines from thi
Inglenook vineyard and
coffee, both from the bar am,
other continental coffees an
the featured beverages.
You won’t find a better cu
of coffee in this area.
And a small but tasty piec
of cheese cake for deser
tops off a good lunch.
Hours are 11 a.m. to 7 p.m
Monday through Friday.
Paul’s Place, 100 S. Seconc
St., serves regular and larg
submarine sandwiches o
large french rolls.
The regular runs from
cents to $1.30 and the larg
runs from $1.20 to $1.65.
The 22 different sand
wiches come with lettuce
tomato, pickle, onion, ho
peppers,
mayonnaise
mustard, salt, pepper’
oregano and oil. Cheese is 1
cents extra on a regular an
15 cents on a large.
One of the specialties is th
meatball-sausage sandwich
with the meatballs and th
sauce cooked on th
premises.
A popular place for loca
businesses, lunch time
busy for Paul’s. Callin
ahead helps.
The hours are 10 a.m, to
throug
Monday
p.m.
Friday.

Engineering
Grads
Sangamo Electric Co. of San
Francisco will be on campus
April 26 to interview students
for the position of:
SALES ENGINEER
Required of applicant: BS in
Engineering or MBA
candidate with a technical
undergraduate degree in
Engineering.
Sign-ups for interviews
will begin April 5 in
Building Cl.

WINERIES
\PRIL
Special Prices on Premium Wines
19 Varieties Up to 40’Y;. Off
Pinot Noir & Chardonnay
Reg. $3.30 NOW ONLY $2.00

fir

200 El Camino Real E.
\ll.’iew
967-9865
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DARKROOM SALE

, 20% OFF’L:r,s.
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Shampoo
Warren Beatty and Goldie Hawn star in
a comedy that deals with the love hip
of a male hairdresser. 109 minutes

OPEN
SUNDAYS 12-4

SAN (04111110
MEOW

Today
504 3:30 7:00 10:00 SW
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Neat Week: no show
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Films of Luis BuAuel
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entertainment

Temptations
dazzle crowd

PBS show salutes
Martha Graham
SHARBUTI
NEW YORK APThe
Public Broadcasting Service
tonight is sending public TV
stations a show that may
make ballet freaks leap for
joya 50th anniversary
salute to the works of
modern dance pioneer
Martha Graham.
The opus, the third in the
four-part
"Dance
in
America" series made by
WNET here under grants
totalling
$1.5
million,
features six dances Miss
Graham created, plus an
introduction of each by her.
If you’re interested, check
your local newspaper to
make certain the 90-minute
show is playing in your area

kaught. Sumo stations may
elect to carry it on another
night.

Angels," a 1946 effort, tries
to show "love of life and love
of love."

Now I must confess that
what I know about "The
Dance" could be put in a
ballet slipper with room left
over for three corn plasters
and a used entrechat.

But for those of us who
don’t know what she’s about,
I suspect it might have been
better had the show
periodically
offered
illustrations of classical
ballet and how her work
differs from it.

And it does me little good
that actor Gregory Peck,
who once studied movement
with
Miss
Graham,
describes her innovations as
"angular, dissonant" works
that "shattered the mold of
classical ballet."
True, Miss Graham does
try to explain what each of
her six dances tonight
symbolize. For example, she
says her "Diversion of

The producers might even
have called on, say,
humorist Woody Allen, a
former Graham student, for
a few words about her
methods and approach, the
idea being that he could
explain more in fewer words
than most dance critics, and
maybe even make it understandable.

Flu kills character

Bellamy out of show

[use

German artist shows models
Volkhard Sturzbecher’s display in Gallery
One of the Art Department is models made
up of boards stacked, not glued or nailed,
upon each other. Mainly concerned with
precision, the German artist is also occu-

pied with shadows as some of the models
have shadows painted on the model’s foundation. On others, the direction of overhanging spotlights create intricate natural
shadows on the wall or floor.

(what’s happening
Jazz concert
Unity Force, featuring
Lonnie Henderson, will
perform an improvisational
jazz concert at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday at the Seven Trees
School, 375 Mira Loma Way.
The concert is being
sponsored by the city of San
Jose and the San Jose Black
Caucus.
Admission is free.
Folk concert
Love Song, a country
gospel group, will perform at
8 p.m. Thursday at the San
Jose Civic Auditorium.
Admission is $5 at the door
and $4 in advance. Tickets
are available at all BASS
outlets.
Rock
Sky Creek will appear
tonight starting at 9:30 at
The Bodega, 30 S. Central
Ave., Campbell.
The Gary Smith Band will
appear at Sophie’s, 260
California Ave., Palo Alto,
9:30 p.m. followed by Fever
on Thursday.
Ruby will play at the

Brewery, 29 N. San Pedro,
tonight starting at 9:30.
White Eyes will be appearing at The Wooden
Nickel, 2505 The Alameda,
Santa Clara, tonight, starting at 9:30.
Jackson Street Band is
scheduled for Thursday.
Film
"Shampoo" will be shown
at 3:30, 7 and 10 p.m. today in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is 50 cents.
"Virldiana" will be shown
at 7 p.m. Thursday in Morris
Daily Auditorium.
Admission is free.
Stage
"When You Comb’. Back
Red Ryder?" will be performed at 7:30 p.m. tonight
and tomorrow in the Studio
Theater.
Tickets are $1.25 for
students and $2.25 general,
and are available at the
University Box Office.
"Five Summer Stories
Plus Four" will be presented

at 8 and 10:10 p.m. today at
the Montgomery Theatre.
Tickets are $2.50 and are
available at the door.
Spring Bazaar
There will be a Spring
Bazaar from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. today in the SJSU Art
Quad.
Renaissance music, mime,
belly dancing and karate will
be presented.
Slide-lecture
"Two Hundred Years of
in
Painting
Portrait
America" will be a slidelecture by art professor Dr.
Bruce Radde at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday in Room 014 of
Business Classrooms.
For further information
contact the Humanities
Department at 277-2893.
Art Exhibition
The Lakeside Studio of
Michiagan will be on campus
for a one day exhibition and
sale of original graphic arts
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Thursday in Room 131 if the
Art Building.

Associated Students Positions

Election Board
12 positions open
Purpose of the board is to conduct all
A.S. elections and student opinion
polls authorized by student council
and or the A.S. Constitution

No member selected
to this board may be a
candidate for any
elective A.S. position.

Contact Pamela Wade,
Personnel Officer
A.S. Office
277-3201

BY BOB THOMAS
LOS ANGELES APFor
millions of television viewers
it was a shocking, tragic
loss. For Meg Wynn Owen it
was a sad but blessed
release.
The rap followers of the
British serial "Upstairs,
Downstairs" were jolted late
last month by the surprise
death of Hazel Bellamy, the
placid, persevering wife of
James, late of His Majesty’s
armed forces in France.
Cause of death: the 1918-19
influenza, which currently is
alarming 1976 health officials with a threatened
comeback.
Why did Hazel have to die?
"It’s very simple," says
Meg Wynn Owen, 33, whose
portrayal of the typistturned-gentlewoman was a
masterpiece of control. "I’m
a Welsh puritan, an overachiever. I was booked for
two seasons in the series,
and they very kindly asked
me to stay a third. But I felt I
had done as much as I could
with the role, and there were
too many other things I had
yet to do.
"Gordon Jackson Hudson
the butler was very sweet
about it. He told me, ’Don’t
stay. Go and see. Go and do.
You’re young and there is so
much that you need to accomplish."’
There have been five
seasons
of
"Upstairs,
Downstairs," 13 chapters
per season. The first has
never been shown by the
Public Broadcasting Service
for the absurd reason that
the shows are in black and
white so are "I Love Lucy"
and "The Honeymooners,"
which still play regularly.
The just-completed fourth
season took the Bellamys
and their servants through
World War I.
The fifth group of 13 will be
the last, ending in 1929; it has
already been filmed and will
appear in this country next

year.
that Hazel’s death %kits ’far
Miss
Owen’s
an- too pretty." But a doctor who
nouncement of her im- had worked during the 1919
pending demise was ac- epidemic wrote the Evening
cepted by the series makers Stzndard that I had died
with British calm. But how to exactly as others had done
do her in?
then."
"I simply wanted her to go
away and die, and die of
something very ordinary,"
the actress remarked.
"When they told me I was
going to die of the flu, I was
delighted. What a nice,
clever way for Hazel to go.
"Poor Hazel. She had been
a fighter, but she just
couldn’t fight anymore. She
was tired in her soul and
didn’t have the will to
struggle on. I liked the way
they did itno dramatic
death scene, just a gradual
decline and then the death
off screen.
"There was a big reaction
in England, and some people
wrote the the newspapers

Dignitaries
to be at film
on Thursday
"All the President’s Men,"
the film version of Woodward and Bernstein’s bestselling book about the uncovering of Watergate, has
its San Jose premiere
Thursday at Century 22
theatre.
Sponsored by United New
Conservationists IUNC), the
film will be preceeded by a
champagne social hour. The
premiere was granted by
UNC by the film’s star,
Robert Redford.
A number of local social
and political dignitaries are
expected to attend the
previere.
Tickets, $8 each, are
available from UNC, 84 S.
Fifth St. For information call
292-0288.

Meg Wynn Owen, who is
much prettier than the
severely coiffed Hazel, was
here on a vacation following
a six-month run on Broadway in Tom Stoppard’s play
"Travesties."
This was her visit to
California and she was full of
visual impressions: "Very
exotic,
very
large
horizontally. The only environment I can compare it
to is Australia, with its ocean
vistas
and
eucalyptus
trees."
While whe is just visiting
on this trip, the actress
makes no secret of her wish
to work here.
"I think there’s space for
me in this country," she
said, "and I’d like to fill that
space.’ She recognized the
shortage of roles for English
ladies and has been learning
to speak American; during
her six months in Manhattan
she managed to pick up New
Jersey, Puerto Rican and
other accents.

By Keith Muraoka
With their brilliant white
suits flashing in perfect
synchronization, the Temptations would have even put
the Rockettes to shame
Thursday night at the Circle
Star Theatre.
The Temptations, complete with white ascots and
shoes to complement the
bright
green
which
highlighted their suits,
opened the show with 15
minutes of unfamiliar tunes.
A lesser group would have
lost the audience right there,
but the Temptations who
have survived three changes
in personnel over the past 10
years simply captivated the
near-capacity crowd with
their choreography.
"Last year we weren’t
here, but we’re gonna do it
now," said lead singer
Dennis Edwards, as the
crowd cheered.
Ironically, a medley of
their million-dollar hits was
both the highlight and the
downfall of the show.
The medley began with
their first 1964 Smokey
Robinson hit, "The Way You
Do The Things You Do."
Other tunes included: "My
Girl,"
"Just
My

AND: A Recteation Center featuring tr,rd
tables, ping pong, ii televisron viewing room. a
illyaryistudy room, a photography lab, cerana
lab, and guitar classes. All this and more
included with every apartment.

AND: 2 and 3 bedroom apartments .d.
dishwashers, air conditioning, c/c ovens, anti
garbage disposals.

Al) of this for an unbelievably low price.
Come check us out.
From 101 take Tully Rd.. West
7055 McLaughlin Rd., San Jose
279-2300

arnmer

A love medley, which
featured Bread’s "If" and
Barbara Streisand’s "The
Way We Were," was another
high point. The medley
featured solos of each of the
five Temptations at one point
in time.
Kool and the Gang opened
the evening and were treated
to a rather "kool" reception.
The 8-member "gang" failed
to excite the crowd as their
songs seemed to linger too
long.
Their
90-minute performance was much too
long. One thing that wasn’t
too long though, was a
soprano saxaphone solo by
Colis Bran.

Art Department
has Grand Prix
Nearly missing a collision,
about 15 carbon dioxidepropelled race cars zoomed
down a corridor in the Art
Department Monday afternoon.
Sounds dangerous, but
actually the cars are models
made by students in Fletcher
Benton’s Sculpture 140 class.
Class project
As part of a class project,
the students designed the
cars in hopes of winning one
of two categories in the race:
fastest car and best of show.
A jury from the class chose
the winners. Penny Carlick
won Best of Show with a
1930’s "funny car" (convertible of course) made out
of bread dough.
Fastest car
John Harper won Fastest
with a car shaped like a
pencil and covered with

cloth.
The winners received a
bottle of champagne and a
small cash prize.
Fishing wire was strung
from one end of the corridor
to another. The cars were
equiped with a special pin
which attached them to the
line.
Cars specially designed
Each car was designed
with a space to insert a
carbon dioxide cartride
which was set off with a
firing pin.
Having no brakes, the cars
were stopped by pillows set
up at the end of the line.
John Walter, Art senior,
said it took about two days to
build his car of wood and
aluminum.
"It’s a laugh doing this,"
Walter said as he lined up his
car for the race.

TIME
Magazine
reports:

WHAT
AWAY
TO LIVE!
LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
4 SWIMMING POOLS
.GYM/WEIGHT ROOM
LIGHTED BASKETBALL
COURTS
RACQUET BALL COURTS
.JACUZZI AND 2 SAUNAS

Imagination," "Get Ready"
and "Beauty’s Only Skin
Deep."
While the crowd loved the
songs and sang right along
with them, it would have
been more enjoyable to hear
the full length of each hit.
Bass singer Otis Willaims.
with his remarkable voice,
was the obvious crowd
favorite the entire evening.
His notes took the crowd to
the depths of the ocean only
for the other Temptations to
bring them back up again

PINK CHABLIS
OF CALIFORNIA
Mart than a RosØ, our Pink Chablis is a captinatiq
ottxinbining the delicate fragrance of a sullen, Rou
nit the ono character of a fine Chablis. This wow aaa
o a, most delightful creations. Made and bottled at tit
Geo Vineyards in Modesto, Calif.

"Gallo’s Pink Chablis
recently triumphed
over ten costlier
competitors in a blind
tasting among zi
panel ofwine-industrN
executives
in Los Angeles7

,A74

More than a Rose.
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Day care grant

news summary

gets Ford veto
WASHINGTON (AP) President Ford vetoed a bill
yesterday that would grant
states $125 million to meet
new federal standards for
staffing day care centers.
Ford urged Congress to
pass, instead, an administration program under
which states would establish
and enforce their own day
care staffing standards and
set up the social service
programs they think best.
The House passed the bill
317 to 72 and the Senate
approve it 59 to 30 last
month

DMV proposes
new ticket plan
SACRAMENTO I API Taking traffic ticket cases
out of the courts would save
more than $13 million a year
and make streets safer, the
Motor
of
Department
Vehicles said yesterday.
DMV Director Herman
Sillas said it would be
"economically and legally
feasible" to handle minor
traffic offenses in administrative hearings.

Under the hearing plan,
traffic infractions would be
civil offenses instead of
crimes. They would be
judged by DMV hearing
appeals
with
officers,
possible in Superior Court.
The officers would be
adan
appointed by
adjudication
ministrative
board named by the
governor, Sillas said. The
board would draw up
hearing rules and a uniform
list of penalties.

Evidence links
Hearst-Soliah

Crocker National Bank
robbery scene came from
the same machine that
stamped out ammunition
found at Miss Hearst’s
house.
Soliah, a 27-year-old house
painter who became Miss
Hearst’s companion during
her fugitive days, is the only
one charged in the April 21,
1975 robbery in which a
woman customer was shot to
death.

to the city by closing San
Francisco
International
Airport, the Golden Gate
Bridge and Bay Bridge.
The head of the San
Francisco Labor Council
said a date has been set for a
"total shutdown of the
community," but he would
not divulge the date and said
negotiations
continuing
could change the plans.

San Francisco
strike continues

land contracts

SAN FRANCISCO API Commuters straggled in to
work yesterday because of
the crippled public transit
system while leaders of
striking city workers revived
threats of trying to shut
down this city of 677,000.
Municipal strike leaders
said AFL-CIO chieftains
pledged this morning to
support a general strike that
could virtually cut off access

SACRAMENTO (AP) The prosecution in the
Steven Soliah bank robbery
trial began Tuesday to try to
link ammunition and a
weapon found at Patricia
Hearst’s San Francisco
house to the robbery scene
here.
U.S. Atty. Dwayne Keyes
said evidence would show
that ammunition found at the

Court requires
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The Ninth U.S. Court of
Appeals today held that
reclamation laws apply to
California’s King River
project and require owners
of excess land over 160 acres
to sign contracts to dispose
of such land.
The court reversed a US.
District Court decision from
Fresno which had held that
reclamation laws did not
apply to the project.

State jobs open
to the retarded
SACRAMENTO (AP) -For
the first time, California has
opened up a state clerical job
to the mentally retarded,
state officials said Tuesday.
A new civil service
classification, Special
Qualifications Clerk, is being
created with a salary of $497
to $609 a month, said State
Rehabilitation Director Ed
Roberts.
Roberts, an appointee of
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.,
said applicants for the
position won’t have to take
the usual written and oral
tests, but will be interviewed
by a panel that includes a
specialist in the vocational
rehabilitation of the retarded.
He said the federal
government, three other
states, New York City and
Santa Clara County are
already providing special
jobs for the retarded.

Paper attacks

Hughes fortune
research bound?

Chinese protest
TOKYO AP ) - China’s
official People’s Daily
warned yesterday against
"resistance and troublemaking from class enemies
at home and abroad" in
apparent criticism of mass
demonstrations in Peking’s
main square.

HOUSTON (AP) - Howard
Robard Hughes’ attorney
said yesterday he does not
know whether Hughes left a
will, but predicted that the
bulk of Hughes’ fortune
probably will go to medical
research.
Hughes, billionaire industrialist and aviation
pioneer, died of a stroke
Monday on a private jet en
route from a seaside
Mexican resort to a hospital
in Houston. He was born in
Houston 70 years ago.
In Los Angeles yesterday,
attorney Greg Bautzer said
Hughes had always been intensely interested in medical
research and that if there
was a will it would probably
allocate a considerable
amount to that field.
Bautzer said he did not
know what medical foundation or cause might benefit
from Hughes’ interest.
In a 1972 news conference,
Hughes said he planned to
leave his money to the

Up to 100,000 Chinese
surged angirly through Tien
An Men Square Monday to
protest the removal of
memorial wreaths honoring
the late Premier Chou EnLai, and small, scattered
protests continued yesterday.
A Peking resident reached
by telephone from Tokyo
said youths made a brief
assault on a public building
but were easily repulsed by
soldiers.
Neither
the
official
Chinese
news
agency
Hsinhua nor Peking radio
reported specifically on the
movement to honor Chou,
nor the sometimes violent
demonstrations.

Howard Hughes Medical
Institute in Miami.
"Over a period of time, he
talked to me about various
forms of bequests," Bautzer
said, but added he was not
asked to make up a will.
Bautzer said Hughes "was
a brilliant man" and could
have written his own will
without the aid of an attorney.
He said that "by virtue of
the fact that he was a private
peison," it was likely that
Hughes would have drawn
an "oligraphic will" in his
own handwriting.
Bautzer denied published
reports that he had said
Hughes left a standard will
leaving the bulk of his estate
to aerospace research.
Hughes’ body lay in the
pathology lab of Methodist
Hospital in Houston under
armed guard today while Dr.
Joseph Jachimczyk, county
medical examiner, considered whether to perform
an autopsy.

The Second Annual

Photo Identification Contest
(Six years late)
FIRST PRIZE:

SAN JOSE:
What’s come

A round trip flight to Los Angeles on P.S.A.

FOUR RUNNERS-UP PRIZES:
Lunch for two at The Wooden Nickel
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TIE -BREAKER ANSWER

NAME

MAJOR

LOCAL ADDRESS

CITY

1. The most accurate entry will win. In case of two or more comparably
accurate answers, the tie -breaker will be used. Persons designated by the
Spartan Daily will have final say in judging the accuracy of the answers
2. The Spartan Daily will not be responsible for lost or stolen entries.
3. All complimentary flight passes awarded on P.S.A. expire 90 days after
date pass is issued.
4. Only currently enrolled SJS students or faculty may enter. Persons
affiliated with the Spartan Daily or its advertisers are ineligible.
5. Spartan Daily reserves the right to amend rules or make corrections as it
deems necessary.
6. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON

’Otter limited to color print
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Discount Camera Sales
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SAVE TIME
AND MONEY
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PRE-CUT MATS
414 Town & Country Village, San Jose
open 5 nights and 7 days 14081 249-4277
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20% OFF
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Guess the identity of the photo above. Form the clue word1s) from the
iiracketed letters found in the ad text (one letter per ad), anagram style.
Fill out
entry blank completely. One or two words should suffice to
identify the photo. Then answer the tie breaker question, which is: What
is the closing Dow-Jones Industrial average for Friday, April 9, 1976?
Bring your entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds office, JC 206 and deposit
in the Contest Entry Box. Entries MUST be in by 12 noon, Friday,
April 9, 1976.
Winners announced in next week’s contest page.
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LAST WEEK’S
P.I.C. WINNERS
FIRST PRIZE:
Runners Up:

Cheri Saugstad

Becky O’Bannon, Sandy Potlash,
Jackie White, Gary Robertson

Last Week’s Solution:
Photo: Spring on a clothes pin
Clue word(s): Hanged up
Tie breaker answer: 991.58

On April 22nd
The Spartan Daily
presents

"EAR FOOD"
A SPECIAL EDITION
ABOUT MUSIC

lol

/

Brian Ewbank

Ex.G.E. engineer Dale Bridenbaugh

opposes use of nuclear power.

life of radioactive materials
"is the issue of nuclear
reactor safety."
Produces plutonium
lie said one plant produces
500 pounds of radioactive
plutonium per year, and by
the year 2020 the United
States will have produced
30,000 tons of plutonium.
Bridenbaugh said there is
no safe place to keep
dangerous plutoniu, and that
proposed nuclear waste
processing plants have been
delayed until at least 1978.
A G.E. study currently
being conducted has found
that 19 out of the 55 nuclear
plants in the U.S. might not
be able to contain a meltdown of the core, therefore
radioactive materials may
escape from the plant,
Bridenbaugh said.
Attacks report
He attacked the 1975
Rasmussen Report, saying
that it has never been
evaluated by the scientific
community for validity.
"There is no way anyone
can predict what can happen
in a complex nuclear plant,"
said Bridenbaugh.
He pointed out that the

l’ounty official proposes
3nergy efficiency force
Santa
Clara
County
ipervisor Rod Diridon
.oposed the creation of a
iunty energy task team last
eek. The issue will be heard
day by the county board of
ipervisors.
Goals of the task team will
to
develop
cornThensive, county -wide
lergy management plans
M policies which could
ive as the basis for an
ergy element to the
unty’s general plan.
The task team, if apoved, will have 16 memrs representing a variety
community interests.
Participation critical
"Broad-based community
rticipation is critical to the
velopment of a meaningful
ergy plan," Diridon
ted.
According to Diridon,
jectives of the task team
e to plan for maximum

lealth Center
,ffers lectures
VD control
The month of April has
en designated as "Veneral
’sease Awareness Month"
the Health Center, acrding to Oscar Battle,
alth administrator.
Veneral disease
has
’come an epidemic even
bugh syphilis, gonorrhea
orl other infections spread
sexual contact are among
e easiest diseases to
otect oneself against,
ittle said.
In an effotrt to inform and
lucate students about
neral disease, a series of
minars is being held this
onth at 3:30 p.m. every
onday through Thursday in
ialth Center 206.
Information and literature
available from 10 a.m. to
on Wednesdays in the
udent Union Information
.nter, Battle said.
In addition, the remaining
eventative Health lecres, held from 7 to 8:30
m. each Thursday in one of
e dormitories, will include
neral disease lectures
ong with the already
heduled topics.

employment, economic
stability and environmental
quality with minimal energy
consumption through the
year 2000.
"I invited energy experts
and representatives of a
cross-section of community
groups affected by energy
problems to meet with me,"
Diridon said.

Both state and federal
funding will be sought foi
financing plan development
Public hearings will be
held to prepare the energy
policies. A report and
recommended plan will be
submitted by the task team
within 18 months after its
first meeting.

Rape treatment bill
goes to assembly
A bill seeking better care
and treatment for rape
victims by police and
hospital personal will be
considered by the State
Assembly Criminal Justice
Committee today.
Senate Bill 575 calls for
better training of hospital
personnel, requiring county
hospitals in large urban
counties
to
maintain
professional personnel
trained in the examination of
rape victims, either on duty
or on call, 24 hours a day.
Training will include rape
crisis management.
The bill provides free
testing of rape victims for
pregnancy and venereal
disease.
It also requires the
Department of Health to
adopt
and
provide
examining physicians with
medical protocol standards

and a standardized form for
use in recording the rape
victim’s medical data, to be
used in any subsequent
criminal prosecution.
Police are encouraged by
the bill to revise training
to
include
standards
specialized training in the
investigation of sexual
assault cases and the
creation of sex crime investigation units.
DROP OFF -24 HR
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I hanging Ileid
"I think it’s essential that
down,"
slow
we
do
Bridenbaugh said about
nuclear power, "that we
evaluate very seriously the
technical deficiencies that I
believe exist in power plants
in operation today.
-It’s a risk that could
potentially destroy all life on
earth."

Ult. fall. i IIIIVeri ill Said

CAMERA ON
3665. First Si. 294-3800
in. Wed
,akespeare Festival
iii Scofield i.
KING LEAR

Jobs listed
Summer jobs are listed
daily at Career Planning and
Placement, Building AA.

.
Eves 7 PM 8.
Wed matinee: 1 PM

STUDENTS $1.50

artist materials

ORAFTINLi ARL.j-CTECTS ENLiINEERS LiHAPHILS

SAN JOSE ART

PAINT Et WALLPAPER

87 VA t Y FAIR CENTER
STEVENS CREEK BLVD
SAN JOSE
2498700

365 SAN ANTONIO ROAD
941 3600
MT VIEW
:
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’74 Austin Marina GT. A 1 coed. New
tires,iOw mileage, stereo, many
extras $2,250 best 241 6/03 after 9
m

For Rent, furnished apartment, tidy,
roomy, and quiet No pets, no pool,
no rev room. Reasonable. 475 So 4th
St., S J. Ph. 2060070. Summer rates

Student Dental Plan-Enroll "now-.
Applications and information
Associated Students office or 371
6011

lost and found

1i zmin. dash to class. Apply now for
fall & summer session AAA turn
apts. built in Oven range, dispo,
priv bale, across from Duncan
Hall, 230U. San Salvador St Ask for
J.B -2940020

Free magazine-Truth of Life
(positive thinking) magazine. 293
1588 (9 ant. to 5 p.m.)
SPARTAN PUB ANNOUNCES new
hours! Mon, Toes, Wed, Thurs
11AM 8PM. Fri 11AM8PM without
band. With band Ill 12.00 AM
Reduced prices during happy hours.
16 daily: Scents off glass, 25 cents
Ott pitcher The Spartan Pub -home
of the 12 oz draught, edibles,
notables, potables, peanuts! Hours
for the Great Savory Soup, Salad
and Sandwich Society are 11AM
7PM Monday Friday
GAY MIN. Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs 8 p.m. at the Women’s
Center 20 to 50 gay men use their
common bond to learn, laugh, talk
and grow together Be all you can:
attend
Experienced Thesis Typist. Vaster’s
Reports Dissertations Marianne
Tamberg 137 Escobar Ave Phone
356.4210, Los Gatos
Sexual Pleasure Workshop for
Women. Saturday, March 27, 126
pm Sib Sign up in the AS, Business
Office. Sponsored by A,S Leisure
Services, 2712973

Lost: one black binder with negatives
inside the pinball building in pack of
S.U. Contact Hugo at 2779177,

KARE FOR KIDS is in need of
larmlies willing to provide homes for
children with behavioral problems
We provide continuous professional
assistance and training in behavior
modification to our families.
Payment is S160 per month. Single
parents and alternate lifestyles
acceptable. Call 2009617
Parttime fob-63.50hr. 20 25 hrs wk
Marketing oriented. Call Bruce
Gossett at 4160213

Delicious Gomel Sandwiches made
for your order Food Stamps Ok 126
E San Salvador

Sales-with music background, I( and
K Music. 7901W San Carlos St . San
Jose. 249 5760, Kim

FOR RENT: BUS office. seperate bide
nr SJSJ, inc 3 desks, filing cabinets,
counters, atr cond, carpets, sink.
ref, water L pkrg Ideal for art
gallery. Must be seen to appreciate.
275 E. Wm St. Inct 499 S. 7th. 295
5362

Help Wanted
Restaurant
help
dishwasher,
ousgiris, sandwich maker, also
cashier Lord Chancellors. 49 E
Stotts Clara Phone 2790961 or 941
1199.

Jo. and Jim’s Auto Repair. Drakes,
valve lobs. tune ups, reasonable
rates. American and PU 456 E San
Salvador. 294.0493.

COUPLE to manage small business.
OK if one works elsewhere.
Experience perterred. 2451233 or
578 5363.
Female nude models needed to
illustrate book on posing for
photography Call David Kohler at
226 5114

entertainment

ROOM FOR RENT, Clean, private.
S55 mo a. up 4665 fah St 9912312
Kitch priv

FREE MOVIES writ be shown in the
Spartan Pub on April 7th from 11 30
on, to 130 pm Rec 97 has brought
your old favorites back W.0
Fields. Buster Keaton and Laurel
and Hardy
Be a true street artist and express
yourself in CHALK. Come to Rev
97’s CHALK IN April 7, from 10.2 in
’not the S U 009th St

ROOMS.Kitchen privileges males On
ly Clean and quiet, prefer non
smokers 617 So 6th St after I pm

ScalesScalesScales
all
kinds.
Tribeams (triple beamS). Harvard
trip balance, portable type taunter
balance, water level grant Scale’
many others Best Prices (A1110
other paraphernalia I BODIOA OF
SPAIN. 1040 N *h. 2957438

Beautiful rooms near campus Men
WS 9th St from 75 mg kit pHs,
297 9816. Girls 288 S 10th across
Bus Bldg . from 65 rno . shared 99
rrio. put Kit priv Ph 2799635 or
278 1760
bib SJSU 5160
1 bdrm Opts
Clean quiet parking. 439 5 4th St
293 6099 or 297 7289 Pravin Or
Mustafa
One bedroom furnished apt 543 5 11th
St 5155 00 Nice building, good
parking, bike storage. 293 1783 or
736 0701.

Woo to

buy a MIRO Let Alameda
Reality help yeti find one Cali
salesman Dave Bellandi at 297 2984

(Classified

Typewriter -Underwood standard
manual Geed condition $75 241
0502
Custom Made down products. vests
$20. lockets 940. call Libby 2110997
1974 Norton Commando Interstate.
extras Make offer Call 3796299 or
794 $786 and leave message after 4
P rn
Classic ’Sr Chevy, Bei Air, Good cOnd
POW., steering and brakes,
automatic trans SISOO Call Dave,
277 8/77. nights
INC VW Peptise Camper van Sleeps
4 Excellent condition 11900 Call
after Spm 2661143

Loper. typist tor SJSU students and
business Nan 267 3119 Short
Notice

Room for quiet malt Sr. or grad
student. Lg pvt. rm. Kit. priv. S60,
643 South Sixth St. .
Room for rent. $115 a Month in young
couples home. Kitchen ally. turn ,
util included Call after 530. 226
5725
Enclosed garage w lock for parking or
storage 2 blocks from campus 515
mo 292 6596.

personals
GO DOWN. A student Operated,
student oriented backpacking base
is now open. Jackets, parkas, vests
most
other
outdoor
and
ParaPhenalia at prices geared for
Student pocket books. Located
around the corner from Peanuts at
75 S. 7th St in the rear. 990 1921 T 8,
Thl5pm,W6 sat. 10.5, Fri. 10 1
P.m
Experienced Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports dissertations; Marianne
Tamberg, 137 Escobar Ave. Phone
356 4248, Los Gatos.

From loose sheet originals. Self Serve
IBM copies w tree sorting between
9$ p m available at
KOPI
SYSTEMS, 322 E. Santa Clara St. 11
blk from campus) 294 0600 or leave
your work for us to make. 150 cents
minimum sale.
Typing IBM 60 N.3, No. 823 Ph. 287
4355
GETTING MARRIED? Discount
flowers guarantees you the most
beautiful bridal bouquets and
wedding decorations. Whether your
wedding is a small one or a large
one. you should know we have been
saving our customers 30 50 percent
off florist prices! Why pay more for
less. Complete Floral Seryice-17
years experience Cali for free
estimate Ph 9901252
COLLEGIATE TYPING-SELEC
TRIC II. TURAB1AN METHODS
THESES, TERM PAPERS MIS
SION. SJ FREMONT AREA. 797
6375 JUDY
10 YRS EXPER. TYPING EDITING
PAPERS
FAST, ACCURATE
FORMER ENG TEACHER CALL
244 6444 after 6 30 MARY BRYNER

OUSPENSK YGURDJIEFF
Palo Alto Center
Now accepting students. Call 326 92S5

Happy Birthday Gimpy. You’re one
day into old *gel We can see your
hair getting grey by the second!
Love, Gertrude and Ernest.

PORTRAITS: in your home or other
suitable location. Reasonable rates.
Call Oso del Mar Photography at
353 3600 for appointment or to
formation

MI=
Ride needed to school from Santa Cruz
MWF for 7 -Ski class andor return
2 30 or later Call Jack, 462 1372
EUROPE-ISRAEL
Student flights year round. Contact
ISCA, 11667 San Vicente Blvd NO 4,
L A., California 90049 TEL 12131
826 5669, 0260950
EUROPE.. PALMA de MAJORCA..
SPAIN :TAHITI. MEXICO. AFRI
CA CENTRAL. SOUTH, AND LAT
IN
AMERICA .STUDENT
ID .EURAIL AND BRITRAIL
HOS
PASSES WORK ABROAD
CARDS TRANSATLANTIC
TEL
SHIPS. STUDENT TOURS WITHIN
EUROPE INTER EUROPEAN
FLIGHTS INSURANCE FREE
TRAVEL INFO Contact Ror B.
Davis 14081 354 5147 at Student
Travel Services (formerly Student
Services West), 236 N Santa Cruz.
No 314, Los Gatos, Ca 95030
LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
LONDON, PARIS AMSTERDAM,
FRANKFURT. ZURICH, GLAS
GOW, DUBLIN. SHANNON, BRUS
SELS. MADRID. AND HONG
KONG STILL SEATS TO LONDON
JUNE HI FOR 76 DAYS $139. RT
SEP 2nd BRITISH EUROPEAN
TRAVEL, 937 SARATOGA AVE.
SAN JOSE. CA 95129, TEL 446 5252

Send
your message

Terry Hays-Happy twentieth 13!,
thday ?ferry Tays. From your
friends in 2340 No ’s 3 and A. JAHM
RGM

in the

To anyone knowing the whereabouts of
my 4 mo German Snel) puppy last
seen Mar 16. she needs medicine
obtained from breeder in Chicago
She has genetic disorder Please,
Cali 298 4294 Reward for in
formation

Spartan
Daily

ME=
CASH FOR QUALITY USED BOOKS
& RECORDS Recycle Bookstore, 98
E San Fernando Corner of 3rd and
San Fernando 0286 677?

Rates
Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

’00
750
3.00
350

775
275
3 25
375

740
290
3 40
390

750
300
3.5(1
400

Each additional line add.
5(1
50
50

50

50

classified
Print Your Ad Here.
(conni ,pnno. 3/ 1,1 iii., incl spaces

Each
addi
tional
day
35
35
35
35
Niro n inc

Minimum Three Lines One Day
Semester rate all issues) $25.00

Check a Classification
AnnotinceMents

Help Wanted

Set vices

Automotive

Housing

Entettainment

1.,clit and Found
Pet sonaIS

Tianspot tat ion
Ttavel

For Sale

HAR
VOICE-PIANOKE ......
MONT Career Training or Life
Beginners Profess,
Enrichment
onals Today’s music or Classical.
Some openings to earn tuition.
HARMONY WAY STUDIOS 246
2854.

and Sauna Bath. Student
rates, 298 1603, Sainte Claire Hotel

Apt. to share, two blocks from cam
pus, prefer female, pool, laundry
room. S90. Call 295 11075, early a.m. is
best.

One
day
Imes
Imes
lines
hnes

00

North valley secretarial service Term
papers, resumes, theses, senior
projects, letters. 75 cents per page
and up. Fast accurate reasonable
262.1923.

.51 50
’200
750
300

3
4
5
6

Wedding Consultants will bring you
Personal service at the lowest
prices. Fragrant bouquets and
lovely arrangements will create a
splendid look for your wedding. You
can also design a special memory
with our invitations, custom veils,
and other wedding items Order one
or all A special gift with your floral
order. Call Lou’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment 378E044
eves

If you’re Really Living, you’re giving
goOd things to yOur MIND and
BODY --such as Yoga, Slimnastics,
Creative Dance. and Adventures in
Creative Thinking HARMONY
WAY STUDIOS 246 2854

Wanted: one male SNUGGLEBUNNY
for to make a little girl happy this
Easter

housing

Shredded Foam Rubber
50 cents 1 -no 11001
2934954

SECS-Sens Education and Coon
Seling Services Need help with sex
problems? Or just have questions?
New free sex counseltng services on
campus for all students. gay.
straight. or bisexuals. Call 277.2966
or drop by Building K for in
formation or appointments Con
I idential

ROOMSKITCHEN PRIVILEGES $AS
and $75, all ufil pd. I mi from
campus. $35 dep. Cats ok, mellow,
clean 279,3099.

Help Wanted: Shakey Pizza Parlor.
1146 5 Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd
Must be 11

Wanted: Meg or chrome wheels and
or tires to tit 1914 Dodge Van (lb
ince 5 lug) Cali 867 4819 after 6

for sale

MENTS FOR RENT
Quiet Lge rooms turn.
Studios & 1 be. ww
carpets. Swim pool
Recreation Room. Dead
Bolt Security Locks,
62050.9th St . San lose

TEACHERS Al ALL LEVELS.
Foreign & Domestic Teachers. 130x
1063, Vancouver, Wash. 98660.
- -- Need Xtra Money? immediate Part
time openings available. Tel
solicitors and foot canvassers.
Contact Brad Williams Trane Co. 704
E. Gish Rd 990 1554
- RECEPTIONIST, sales girls. we
train, afternoons, must be sociable
&good with figures. Apply daily Ito
2p.m at 407 E Santa Clara St.. near
9th. 2 blocks SJSU

Interrnedrate SelfDelense. MW 6:30
510 Class begins March 29
o"000
Sign up in AS Business Office
Sponsored by A S Leisure Services
277 2973

automotive

A delightful, place to live, ping pone.
volleyball, coeducational, dish
washer, radar oven, extra clean.
extra quiet, one block from campus
at 72- So 11th Phone 9984803. S85
per month

help wanted

1970 VW bug, excellent condition. low
mileage S1500 Call 364 1391

KSJO decals available now

John M. Hutzel, chairman
the
management
department in the school of
business, "is doing well and
progressing satisfactorily,"
according to Dr. George
Halverson, dean of the
school, after coronary artery
surgery.
Halverson talked to Hutzel
over the telephone Sunday.
Hutzel will be out of school
for the rest of the semester,
but is expected to be back in
4

Sja

CM=

SAN JOSE
404 -S -3rd St.

after surgery

classifieds

KOPI SYSTEMS
322

Rasmussen Heputt dues Ind
take into account the
possibility of sabotage, and
that over the past years
nuclear plants have received
175 bomb threats. Two
bombs have actually been
found,
according
to
Bridenbaugh.
Cites dangers
"Nuclear plants as they
are currently being designed
and operated are not safe
enough when you compare
the safety to the risk involved," Bridenbaugh said.
He criticized "grand fathering" where nuclear
plants being built and
operated now employ old
technology in a fast-

P,i(p-- 11

Prof doing well

Nuclear engineer leaves job,
denounces atomic power use
By Nick Chinn
Former General Electric
nuclear engineer Dale
Bridenbaugh cited a concern
over nuclear power plant
safety as a major reason for
quitting his job.
Speaking to an audience of
175 persons in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room recently,
Bridenbaugh also voiced
concern over the long-term
disposition of radioactive
waste materials created by
nuclear power.
"I am convinced that
nuclear power is not in this
country’s best interests,"
Bridenbaugh said.
Resigns from G.E.
He resigned from GE Feb.
2 this year after being employed there for 22 years,
half of which was spent in the
nuclear power field.
In his resignation letter to
G.E., Bridenbaugh said he
had "become deeply concerned about the impactenvironmentally, politically,
socially and geneticallythat nuclear power had
made and potentially can
make to life on earth."
Bridenbaugh said in his
speech that the 480,000-year

VIM)
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Columnist slaps censorship

Profs to deliver
papers overseas

Anderson calls Nixon unstable
By Carrie Peyton
Watergate has demonAmerican
the
strated
people’s power, and also
shown them "we’ve got to be
a little more careful about
choosing presidents," according to political columnist Jack Anderson.
Speaking Thursday night
in the S.U. Ballroom,
Anderson painted a picture
of a moody, unstable Nixon,
so obsessed with Watergate
he was unable to pronounce
the special prosecutor’s
name correctly.
Anderson was paid $3,000
to give his A.S. sponsored
speech. He told the audience
of about 350 he was grateful
for Bob Woodward and Carl
Berstein’s new book, The
Final Days" because it
confirmed what he reported
before Nixon’s resignation.
Nixon’s inner conflict
The president had "pulled
into his shell- and begun
drinking heavily, Anderson
said. He added that Nixon
had two personalities, a shy
sensitive interior self, and a
public shell built up to
sustain his "overwhelming
ambition."
he
"slashed,
Nixon
slammed, he sliced his way
to power," but it was "the
public Richard Nixon who
did the attacking, and the
private one who got hit
back," Anderson said.
Nixon’s greatest disservice to the country was
deliberately spreading the
idea that his only crime was
getting caught, Anderson
said.
But he contended "our
presidents haven’t been like
Richard Nixon.- Anderson

said the parellels Nixon drew
between himself and Harry
Truman were inappropriate.
**Harry Truman would
wade into a political brawl
with both fists flying,"
Anderson said, but "Richard
Nixon would wade into a
political brawl with a lead
pipe."
Urges involvement
Criticizing the public’s
post-Watergate tendency to
turn its back on politics,
Anderson encouraged people
to be skeptical but not
cynical.
After losing their first war
Vietnam,,
having
a
in
"resign
president
disgrace," and seeing increasing problems with
natural resources, "a less
stable people would be
fighting in the streets," he
said.
But Anderson is still
disturbed with the reaction
he sees. He called for people
to be willing to live for their
country every day, as well as
willing to die for it in times of
war.
"In a subtle, sophisticated
way, Pearl Harbor has been
bombed," he said. "This
isn’t the time to turn your
backs on the country."
He
encouraged
thc
audience to keep informed
and "do your duty as a
citizen," by being politically
involved.
Challenges censorship
Deriding a government
classified label as a thinly
disguised form of censorship, Anderson drew
applause when he promised
to "do my best to publish,"
documents the government
considers embarrassing.

He said he wouldn’t have
delivered documents to the
Village Voice as Daniel
Schorr did, however.
"I would have published
them myself."
Anderson said he sees the
press’s role as "providing a
rival version of events," for
the public to consider
alongside the government’s
version.
Freedom of the press is
"the freedom through which
we articulate and defend all
other freedoms," he said.
Lose it, and "on that day
you’ve lost your freedoms."
Predicts nominations
Turning to the current
political scene, Anderson
predicted Ford would win
the Republican nomination
and run against Jimmy
Carter, or possibly Henry
Jackson.
If Carter wins in the New
York and Pennsylvania
primaries, he will be a sure
thing
for
democratic
nomination, Anderson said.
Following his hour-and-aquarter
long
speech,
Anderson
answered
questions from the audience.

istian Ewbank
Columnist Jack Anderson examines Watergate’s effects on Nixon, press and the public.

Author-librarian lectures
on literature and history
Richard Dillon, head
librarian at Sutro Library in
San Francisco and author of
"Meriwether Lewis" and
’Fool’s Gold," will be on
campus today for an all-day
lecture and discussion
session.

Attorney buys ad to find
the woman he flew with
registrar’s office, no one
named Laurette Peurier is
or has been registered at
SJSU. The offices records go
back to 1955.

He will be here from 9:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Two discussions will be
held on "The American
Indian" and "Jack London
and Ernest Hemingway."
The discussion on the
American Indian will be held
at 9:30 a.m. in DMH 150. The
second discussion on London
and Hemingway will take
place at 10:30 in FO 104.
Dillon was invited to SJSU
by the School of Social
Sciences. The school will
hold a luncheon for him at
12:30 p.m. for interested
faculty
and
graduate
students.
Dillon will also lecture on
"California Book Trails: The
Writing of Popular History,’’

A San Francisco attorney
has bought $242 worth of
Spartan Daily advertising
space in an attempt to
contact a girl he met on an
airplane.

had called, refused to leave a
name or number but
promised to call back
Monday.
According
to
the

James E. Cox, of the lao
firm of Cox, Cummins and
Lamphere, placed two
quarter page ads in Friday’s
and yesterday’s Spartan
Daily. The ads read,
"Laurette Puerier: Please
call Jim Cox," and gives his
business phone number.

Senate indexes honor students

Patt High of the Spartan
Daily advertising staff took
the phone order for the ad.
She said Cox explained he
had met Puerier on an
airplane and even though he
got her phone number, there
was a mix-up and he could
not get in touch with her.
Cox told High that the girl
said she was a student at
SJSU and he placed the ad in
hopes of contacting her.
When contacted, Cox
would not comment on the
ad. However, a receptionist
at his office said one woman

Students with high grade
point averages should check
the door of Old Science
Building Room 101.
Dr.
Robert
Larsen,
chairman of the honors
committee of the Academic
Senate, has posted a list of
students eligible to be dean’s
and president’s scholars.
A president’s scholar must
have achieved a 4.0 grade
point average for the
previous two semesters,
taking a minimum of 14
units.
A dean’s scholar must
have earned a G.P.A. of 3.65
or higher in either of the two
previous semesters.
Qualified students will be
honored at the annual honors
convocation April 30

!VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL

If students who feel they
qualify in either category
don’t find their names on the

at 2 p.m. in ED 100.
A reception is planned for
3:30 p.m, in the reception
room of the business
classroom building.
authored
Dillon
has
popular and scholarly books
dealing with American
history.
Villon received a second
place nonfiction Phelan
award
in
1959
for
"Embarcadero." In 1966 he
was awarded a Gold medal
from the Commonwealth
club of California for his
work "Meriwether Lewis."
In 1967 "Fool’s Gold" won
him a silver medal from the
Commonwealth Club.

Two professors from
SJSU’s
Philosophy
Department will travel to
Europe this summer to read
papers they have written at
international philosophy
conferences.
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer,
professor
of
philosophy, has been invited
to read a paper about
parapsychology at the
Philosophy and Parapsychology Conference to be
held in Copenhagen, Denmark in August.
Dr.
Jarrett
Bruck,
assistant
professor
of
philosophy, will be reading
his paper about American
philosopher Charles S.
Peirce in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands this June.
Brock will present his
paper to the International
Bicentennial Congress on
Charles S. Peirce, sponsored
by about seven professional
academic organizations,
including the International
Union of the History and
Philosophy of Science.
The
Philosophy
and
Parapsychology Conference
is
sponsored
by
the
Parapsychology Foundation,

KSJS - 907 FM

Inc.

The foundation is payin:

Dommeyer’s plane fare an’
expenses
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list, they should check with
the Humanities Department
office.

has

research

y

material

available in Building Q near
the Business Tower.
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Christ’s
Love
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Young
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nature and s or ation edm Am.,. and MitsslonaTV,

neck compression
.heck and adjust plug.
. Check and adjust points
4 Check and adjust timing
5 Check and adjust brakes
Check and adjust valves
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8 Check generator
9 Check ignition system
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13 Check transmission flutrf
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(All other
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Pabst. Since1844.
The quality has always
come through.
PABST BREWING COMPANY
Milwaukee Wis , Peoria Heights. III , Newark, N J . Los Angeles, Calif

Noe,

is

Dommeyer plans to atten.
a David Hume corn
memoration
at
th
University of Edinburgh
Scotland and another con
ference at the University o
Utrecht in The Netherlan. before he travels to De
mark for the parapsycholog
conference.
Brock’s paper, entitle.
"Peirce and Searle o
Assertion," will explore th)
differences in the corn
munication theories o
Peirce and John Searle.

FOR EASTER
15 pt. crleck-up

he

Donuneyer said 15 othe
people from around th
world are invited to th,
conference.
He said his paper will stat;
a theory on the nature o
mind and offer a philosophi.
theory of ESP.

Career material available
If you are not sure which
type of career is for you, the
Career Information Center

while

Denmark.
Dommyer’s paper is e
titled "Some Philosophies
Reflections on
Parap
sychology."
He
sais
parapsychology is the stud
of extra sensory perceptio
(ESP’.

Pabst. Georgia.

